At-Large Delegate Candidate Elections Packet

Voting is Open for DSA At-Large Delegates to the 2019
National Convention!

🌹🌹🌹

Click here to vote 🌹🌹🌹


How does voting work?
There are 100 open positions for at-large delegates. We encourage you to read over the candidate bios
and then to rank the candidates in order of your preference. Top Choice = 1, Second choice = 2, Third
choice = 3, etc. This is a Borda style election. In a Borda election you have the option to rank all of the
candidates. Your votes will be weighted so that your top choice has the most weight and last choice
has the least weight.
Although you can, you do not have to rank all of the candidates. For example, if you only like 10 of the
candidates, you can choose to only include those people 1-10 and leave out the rest.
You can find more information on Borda elections here

Who can vote in the At-Large Delegate election?
An At-Large DSA member is any member who does not belong to a chapter and who is current on their
dues as of May 6th 2019 (or has made arrangements for the National Office to waive their dues). Based
on DSA’s National Constitution and Bylaws, members of Organizing Committees are also considered
At-Large Members of DSA.

How do I find my voting code?
If you receive DSA emails, your code was emailed to you on May 13.
If you have opted out of DSA emails, or if we do not have a working email associated with your
membership, your voting code was sent via paper mailing on May 13. Please allow 1-2 weeks for it to
arrive.
If you have not received your code, please email atlargeconvention@dsausa.org to request your
code.

When will I be able to vote in the DSA At-Large Delegate Election?
At-Large Members will be able to cast their votes between May 12th and June 2nd.

Who was eligible to run in the National DSA At-Large Delegate Election?
Any At-Large DSA member in good standing was eligible to run for a seat as an At-Large Delegate to the
2019 National Convention, that is any member who does not belong to a chapter and who is current on
their dues (or has made arrangements for the National Office to waive their dues). Based on DSA’s
National Constitution and Bylaws, members of Organizing Committees are considered At-Large
Members of DSA and were eligible to run in the At-Large Delegate Election. Applications to get onto the
ballot are closed.

DSA 2019 National Convention At-Large Nominees
Name: Miguel C.
Identity/ies: White, male, straight, from US
Location: Topeka, KS
Organizing Committee: N/A
Current DSA role(s): Eco-Socialist Working Group and blog
DSA experience: My participation is limited due to work and proximity from the nearest
chapter.
Policies and demands for next two years: DSA should champion a message of "All Power to
the Locals" insofar as the org should be geared towards helping chapters organize for their
specific issues based on where they are and the NPC should act in a mainly administrative
fashion to facilitate this.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: The role is to help foster and build socialism
through a variety of means and spreading the idea of socialism in both theory and practice.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Electoral seems like the area that has made some
actual gains in terms of getting people elected while Medicare for All and Labor seem to be
mostly nebulous and unclear as to what actually has been accomplished with them.
Name: Jordan H.
Identity/ies: White, male, straight
Location: Binghamton, NY
Organizing Committee: Binghamton DSA
Current DSA role(s): N/A
DSA experience: I was a founding member of Suffolk County, NY DSA and served on its
Steering Committee for a year. In that time we grew the chapter to having multiple active
working groups and programs. When I moved to Binghamton, I become deeply involved in its
drive to attain official chapter status by drafting a set of bylaws which we are currently moving
on reviewing. I attended the regional conference in Albany to get to know my fellow DSA
members in New York State. This matters to me because I have also been working to build a
statewide DSA organization in New York. Additionally, I am one of the core organizers for the
new Rural, Suburban, and Small City Caucus of DSA.

Policies and demands for next two years: The growth of DSA has been phenomenal, but its
ability to leverage that growth depends on supporting its internal organizing to integrate new
members and build power. We need to do more to support new and small chapters so they
can grow and connect with other chapters to advance the socialist movement. This can be
accomplished through monetary support and through organizational reforms to streamline
new chapter formation. Specifically, we should move to adopt a variant of the Accountability
Task Force’s draft standard bylaws for new chapters to adopt. This is also an ideal time to start
thinking about the statewide and regional organizations that can act as intermediaries
between the local and national level, take on national responsibilities in their areas, and
organize for power with respect to state governments.
While this internal goal matters for the organization’s long-term viability, we need a program
that speaks to the most pressing needs. I don’t think anyone can seriously claim that a
comprehensive ecosocialist program shouldn’t be one of our top priorities. Nationally, we
need to support and promote the most comprehensive and radical version of a Green New
Deal policy platform. Locally, we need to support local chapters in working on environmental
issues in their areas that tie into both the climate change crisis and other ecological concerns.
These local campaigns can be a part of the national strategy, tying local problems to the big
problem of capitalism. We only have one Earth, and the key to the future of human society on
it is ecosocialism.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Nick J.
Identity/ies: White, cismale, straight, abled, United States
Location: Columbus, OH
Organizing Committee: N/A
Current DSA role(s): N/A
DSA experience: DSA member since October, 2016. Attended 2017 Convention as observer.
Former elected chair of Members Committee, Columbus DSA. Active member of Libertarian
Socialist Caucus.
Policies and demands for next two years: DSA should prioritize the political education of
new members that find a home in DSA during the 2020 Presidential primaries and general
election, while developing the capacity of existing chapters and organizers to pursue a
constellation of local, regional, and national campaigns with comrades in DSA, in other
organizations, and with the unorganized working class. That includes the 2017 priorities of
electoral work, revitalizing a militant labor movement, and fighting for the popular demand of
healthcare for all, as well as other necessary fights which confront us in this moment. To

accomplish this, we must take building an organization which reflects the diversity of the
working class seriously, and make this our first priority.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: This is a question being answered every day by
debates within DSA, and by the work which develops from those debates. Let’s find out,
together.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I’m very proud of the successes we’ve had, and
the continued growth of DSA, but, we can do better. We need to trust our members, listen to
them, and find a way to involve them more deeply in national campaigns, and in the local
work of our chapters. Let’s not make the mistake of seeing them as resources to be mobilized.
More voices, better choices.
Name: Nicholas K.
Identity/ies: I am an Irish citizen.
Location: Edinburg, TX
Organizing Committee: DSA Rio Grande Valley (TX)
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA experience: I joined in 2016. Until recently, I was in Columbus DSA. I was a Columbus DSA
delegate to the 2017 convention in Chicago. I was organizer of the Columbus Jacobin Reading
Group, for the last two years. Recently moved to Texas, and I am currently the faculty advisor
the the University of Texas Rio Grande Valley campus student chapter of DSA.
Policies and demands for next two years: Endorsing Bernie Sanders, Medicare for All, Green
New Deal.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Socialist strategy in the United States today
depends primarily on democratic forms of class struggle. For this reason, the key role and
purpose of DSA is to lend assistance in democratizing the workplace, building parallel
economies, and instilling new “bottom-up” confidence in the management of socialist
institutions. However, I am also of a view that socialism (and solving global warming) in our
lifetimes will require a commitment to wielding a degree of state power. The movements must
understand to an extent that the function of elected officials is to balance the competing
claims of multiple constituencies, and therefore that they may not always be able to hear the
movements. In this light, the role of DSA in building electoral coalitions, is to give a strong
voice to the movements, and to work to ensure that elected representatives remain
accountable to the movements.
I think one great recent example of DSA at its best can be drawn from the work of East Bay
DSA, which supported Jovanka Beckles in her race to be elected to the State Assembly.
Whereas they failed to get Beckles elected, the campaign had generated huge momentum and
experience which could then be used to support the Oakland Teachers, in their recent
campaign against low wages and poor conditions classroom.

To me, the important thing is therefore to make sure electoral and non-electoral goals remain
intertwined in our minds, focusing on class struggle, while working on a highly selective and
careful basis, with the Democratic Party.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: As Mike Parker and Martha Gruelle put it,
"Democracy is about power over the things that matter." With this in mind, my view is that
DSA has certainly achieved some degree of success in the last 24 months or so. While Medicare
for All remains an elusive goal, there can be no doubt of DSA's impact in raising consciousness
for its achievement. Just look at the number of mainstream candidates for the Democratic
nominations, from Kamala Harris to Beto O'Rourke, who are hovering around the idea, lately.
The key challenge for DSA will be to maintain its integrity in the face of a fragmented field, for
2020.
I was personally disappointed to see the last DSA Convention reject the proposal for a
Single-Payer March on Washington DC. But I am encouraged by recent successes. In the last 12
month or so, DSA has had its greatest successes when it has worked to make progress in its
key issue campaigns and electoral strategies, in redundancy. Thus we can see how successful
AOC and other new radical Democrats, in Congress, have been in their electoral campaigns, by
combining attention to Medicare for All, and issues germane to Labor. Conversely, electoral
campaigns have also grown the membership base, and created a robust base of activists
which give our organization power.
Name: Blayne W.
Identity/ies: N/A
Location: Yilan, Taiwan
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA experience: New to DSA this year and I have no organization to work with overseas.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Minimizing the damage of climate change,
disempowering fascism, disempowering police forces, reforming criminal justice.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Establishing the basis for socialism revolution
through education and direct action.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I cannot judge as I do not know the state of things
last year.
Name: Traven L.

Identity/ies: Caucasian, he/him, elected union leader, host DSA oriented radio program,
steering committee of Labor Campaign for Single Payer, USLAW and supporter of the Labor
Network for Sustainability.
Location: Calais, VT
Organizing Committee: Exec committee of Central VT DSA chapter (in formation), former
exec of Champlain Valley chapter exec.
DSA role(s): I participate in Democratic Socialist Labor Commission and Medicare for All work.
DSA experience: Coordinate our VT labor working group; formerly exec of Champlain Valley
chapter - now exec of CVT DSA (chapter waiting to be recognized) and member of our Political
Education working group; elected leader of Green Mountain Labor Council and executive
committee of Vermont AFL-CIO; host a DSA oriented weekly radio program; steering
committee of USLAW, Labor Campaign for Single Payer, active with Labor Network for
Sustainability, 2016 VT coordinator of Labor for Bernie.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Independent DSA Bernie campaign; Medicare
for All; Green New Deal; building a militant, politically independent labor movement through
rank-and-file strategy; political education.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: The key task of a socialist organization in the
U.S. is to educate and organize socialists so we can transform the labor and social movements
into a force capable of liberating the working class, and humanity, by overthrowing capitalism.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I supported these priorities as a delegate. We are
making progress in our labor work but have a long way to go. Our Medicare for All work is
challenging but needs to remain a focus. Independently participating in the Sanders campaign
can further this work - and for a Green New Deal. My impression is that our electoral work is
going very well.
Name: Erik H.
Identity/ies: I am a farmer, a rural organizer, and an elected official in a small town (pop.
1300).
Location: New London, MN
Organizing Committee: Prairie DSA
DSA role(s): Rural Working Group
DSA experience: I am an experienced and committed rural organizer. I grew up on a farm
(where I still work) and the biggest town I've ever lived in was just a little under 30,000. I'm the
co-convener of the Rural Socialists Working Group who's been working with rural organizers
and chapters over the last year plus. I've got my finger on the pulse of the anti-capitalist
current in the rural Midwest and beyond. I'm a county officer in the Farmers Union local (a
national convention delegate), I organize cooperatives, and I was elected in 2016 to my
hometown city council as an openly radical candidate.

Policies and demands for the next two years: From my perspective as a rural organizer I
think that the Green New Deal is the policy with the most visionary potential to transform rural
communities and the national political and economic system. The GND offers us many
different opportunities to talk about the multitude of different issues that are on the minds of
rural Americans. By speaking to these issues we can build broader collective understanding,
build a rural socialist base, and make significant electoral/extra-electoral progress towards
dismantling capitalism.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Our role is to build a multi-faceted organization
to transform our society, culture, and economy at every level and contest power in every
venue. We must doing this by organizing a broad based, working class movement through
both elections (to raise socialism in political consciousness) and organizing outside of
elections. We must both develop an effective politics and vision for a socialist future but also
the power and the ability to deliver.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Looking around the country our local chapters
have been doing incredible work in building local movements around these key issues of
national importance. DSA has also been effective at continuing to push the political
boundaries in all three of these categories. We are continuing to build momentum and the
capabilities to push these campaigns, and I'm excited to see how we will continue to do so.
Name: Brendan D.
Identity/ies: White, Male, Straight, US Born, Neurodivergent.
Location: Shawnee, KS
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA experience: I have been a DSA member since 2015, joining at age 17. I organized an
unofficial YDSA group at my high school and currently serve as an officer in my College group. I
have been a very active member of Kansas City DSA since it was started at the start of 2017. In
February of 2018 I was invited to Ottawa, Ontario by the group NDP Momentum to speak at
events during the New Democratic Party’s biannual convention, alongside representatives
from Quebec Solidaire and the Cuban Embassy, as well as Canadian MP Charlie Angus. Since
joining DSA I have been involved organizing for Medicare for All, $15 minimum wage, racial
justice, workers rights and was even arrested doing civil disobedience with the Poor People’s
Campaign.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare for All: We are building momentum
and inching closer towards victory, but we cannot stop now, and we cannot let our guard
down. There are those who seek to co-opt the push for Medicare for all and give us watered
down reforms. We cannot allow this to happen. Medicare for All must mean a single payer
system.

Labor reform: The labor movement has been under attack for decades by the capitalist class
in the US and around the world. As we work to help build up the labor movement by
supporting organizing campaigns, we need to fight for serious changes to labor laws, such as
the proposals in the Workplace Democracy Act, to tilt the scale towards organized workers,
and away from capitalists and businesses.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Our role is to educate working class Americans
about socialist ideas and push those into the mainstream, to organize for justice and agitate
for the radical transformation our society needs. Above all our purpose is to help build
working class power.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Our success in the electoral field has been
outstanding. We have gone from a handful of local office holders to having two amazing
comrades in Congress and we need to continue our work to get strong, socialist candidates
elected at every level. Going forward we will need to work to get more socialists elected to
state legislatures, especially in Red states. Our Medicare for All campaign has been effective,
and we are starting to see momentum move in our direction, but I was rather disappointed by
the failure of the Medicare for All committee to work with the Disabilities working group.
Medicare for All is a disability rights issue and going forward this element needs to addressed
and incorporated into our organizing. The Labor campaign has boasted some noteworthy
successes, such as the recent unionization campaign at the Anchor Steam Brewery and the
incredible work done by DSA chapters to support the teachers strike wave. DSA is helping to
provide a ray of light in these dark times for American Workers, but until we get rid of
anti-worker laws like the so called “Right to Work” laws, it will be particularly challenging to
build working class power in this country. We need to campaign hard for labor law reform like
the Workplace Democracy Act.
Name: Jason C.
Identity/ies: White, male, American
Location: Florence, AL
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: N/A
Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare for all and addressing climate
change should be at the forefront.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To address the worsening income gap in ways
that capitalism will not and can not.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: As a new member I do believe the organization
has made progress in these areas but there is always room for improvement.
Name: Paul A.

Identity/ies: white/cis/male/American
Location: Ellensburg, WA
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): Medicare for All Committee
DSA Experience: I was an active participant in Seattle DSA's Medicare For All campaign
throughout 2018, before relocating to central Washington. I'm also the Medicare for All
Campaign's regional organizer for the NW region.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare for All, the Sanders 2020 campaign,
and the expansion of rank-and-file union membership and labor activity should be DSA's
near-term priorities, in my view. Medicare for All is a popular, universal demand; its
proponents on the left, including DSA, have clearly demonstrated themselves capable of
fracturing the neoliberal consensus on healthcare and animating millions of people across
race and gender lines, thanks in no small part to a brutal healthcare crisis that has left no one
unscathed, myself included. There has been no greater champion for M4A than Sen. Sanders.
Sanders’ 2016 campaign attracted tens of millions of primary voters, and helped take M4A
from an obscure political demand—barely discussed outside of academic and policy circles as
recently as five years ago—to the #1 issue in the upcoming Democratic primaries, in which he
is the presumptive frontrunner. Lastly, neither M4A, nor more ambitious demands like
comprehensive criminal justice reform, a Green New Deal, or universal child care, will
ultimately be possible without strengthening our connections to rank-and-file union activity
(and in many cases, joining labor institutions ourselves.) We must continue to build on the
momentum of the incredible teacher's strike victories in West Virginia, Oakland, LA, and
elsewhere. These victories have demonstrated the viability of a strategy which involves
steering labor institutions away from a “business unionism” that has continually deferred to a
deeply corrupt and vile Democratic Party and its donor class over the last four decades, and
into the hands of union members and their direct material interests. These three
commitments—each of them mutually reinforcing one another—are, in my opinion, critical to
transitioning DSA from a niche political organization dominated by middle class urban
professionals, and into a mass political organization that is representative of America’s
multiracial working class.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Rebecca B.
Identity/ies: I am a white, cis, pansexual female. I was born and raised in the United States.
Location: Leesburg, IN
Organizing Committee: Northern Indiana DSA
DSA role(s): I am acting chair of my organizing committee.

DSA Experience: I have been the acting chair for my local DSA organizing committee for about
two years. I have helped get our group active in the community by doing a food drive for the
homeless in the area, showing up in solidarity with other DSA chapters at their local actions,
hosting forums for local candidates to try and encourage the community to ask questions and
vote knowledgeably, and supported and participated in local activism in the community. Our
local OC also has been supporting Honeywell workers after they were told they would not get
their retirement benefits as promised and are working in solidarity with those people.
Policies and demands for the next two years: I think DSA should look at endorsing
reparations. I think it is important because I have heard from a lot of black and people of color
that they don't feel DSA represents them. I think we can do better. Let's show them we are
listening and put reparations in our platform.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Our country is extremely capitalist. We need to
be denouncing capitalism in every capacity we can. But another important role I think is to
support oppressed people groups and push for equality for everyone because socialism really
is making sure everyone has a chance. I think if we can support our communities in the ways
they need, we can help get rid of some of the negative stigma associated with socialism.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I think DSA has done a good job in making it clear
those are the resolutions we hold to. Obviously we always have work to do and we are working
against a government that wants nothing to do with these things. We have our challenges
before us, but if we stay committed and work together we can make change.
Name: Timothy H.
Identity/ies: He/him
Location: Goshen, IN
Organizing Committee: Northern Indiana DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Long time Socialist and IWW member.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Reform.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Don C.
Identity/ies: Male,caucasian,straight
Location: West Palm Beach, FL
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): Recent member
DSA Experience: Long time Socialist and IWW member
Policies and demands for the next two years: Unionization
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A

Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Alec D.
Identity/ies: White, Male, Hetero, Able, French
Location: New Orleans, LA
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): Democratic Socialist Labor Commission
DSA Experience: I was co-chair of the New Orleans DSA Labor Standing Committee for a year
before I left the city. I led our strategic work towards organizing the unorganized in a city that
counts few unions. We developed workplace leaders who were able to lead, and win, their own
campaigns. We supported the Medicare for All Campaign from a strategic labor perspective
and we offered workplace organizing training to the community. I personally commit myself
fully to labor organizing. I've done this mostly as a rank-file worker, however I will soon be a
professional organizer for an established union. Most of my experiences have been in the
Southern United States which I consider to be a crucial priority for labor organizing today.
Labor, and socialist victories in the South can create national momentum to move on the
offensive and obtain major victories like the Teacher's strike have shown us.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: In 2019 the role of a socialist organization such
as DSA is to show the working class and the oppressed masses that we are able to wield power
collectively outside of the electoral realm. We must train our members to become the best
organizers that will show up when no one else will and do the hard, lengthy work, to protect
our communities from attacks and grab victories from the ruling class. We need to constantly
anchor our work in the masses, not only ideologically, but practically, by building
relationships based on trust and honesty. We cannot depend solely on those that are naturally
attracted by our organization, we must be in the streets and our workplaces changing hearts
and changing minds. I believe that socialists in general, and DSA in particular should pay
particular attention to workers and the broader labor movement. We must fully support
workers and unions fighting for better conditions; influence them when they are hesitant; and
point out their contradictions when they collaborate with the boss and betray their
membership. A strong and organized labor movement not only betters the conditions of the
working class, it creates a culture of struggle and of leaders necessary to a successful socialist
movement. DSA must be at the forefront of the struggle against capitalism. We cannot simply
dream of what the world could look like, we must make concrete winnable plans that can lead
us towards that world and convince others to join us.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Valerie S.
Identity/ies: Autistic Palestinian Trans Lesbian

Location: Columbia, SC
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: My chapter, before it disbanded, helped get a trans healthcare clinic off the
ground which will be opening in Columbia in the summer, in midland SC, which is a trans
healthcare deadzone.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: The purpose of a socialist organization in the
United States should be base-building and support. Socialist organizations in the US need to
increase education and focus their efforts on local elections and local affairs, because from a
local base we can build support for larger projects. I fundamentally believe that chasing
national campaigns is not going to work, and that DSA really really needs to focus on
developing its locals, especially in the South and rural Midwest.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Alex H.
Identity/ies: White, Male, Straight, No Disability Status, USA
Location: Auburn, AL
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I've recently rejoined DSA after spending time in SPUSA.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare for All, Jobs Guarantee - These two
items alone would solve the majority of societal ills for working class people.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To support the growth of class consciousness
by building true people power.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I have not been in DSA very long, but I think we
have a long way to go yet in supporting these efforts.
Name: Ethan S.
Identity/ies: White, male, queer, Jewish
Location: San Luis Obispo, CA
Organizing Committee: San Luis Obispo DSA
DSA role(s): Eco-Socialist Working Group and/or Blog
DSA Experience: I am, like many members of small DSA chapters, learning how to organize for
the first time. My OC and I are organizing in a rural part of California rife with conservative
austerity and "progressive" half-measures. But, the connections I have made in the DSA so far
are immense sources of strength and hope in this challenging climate. There's no group I'd
rather change our community with!

Policies and demands for the next two years: The DSA is growing at a crucial time in this
nation's history. As an organization, we should work tirelessly to develop a clear platform that
promises tangible, material benefits to the working class - especially the massive and
necessary promises wrapped up in Medicare for All and a Green New Deal. These policy
packages and others are the key to upending centuries of racism, sexism, colonialism, and
other injustices, and there ability to get to the source of so many national ills must be made
clear to every person our organization comes in contact with.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Revolution, not reform! But without losing
sight of just how atrophied our civic muscles have become and how much work must be done
to help the working class see the clear benefits of socialist political and economic policies.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: These are excellent priorities - but are toothless
without a meaningful effort on the part of National DSA to empower smaller chapters to do
the work of these campaigns in their communities. Without the tools, we cannot build
socialism in our time.
Name: Noah L.
Identity/ies: White Cis-Gendered Male
Location: Scranton, PA
Organizing Committee: I think so ... NEPA DSA Organizing Committee
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I was the campaign manager for Sara Innamorato, a DSA-endorsed insurgent
Pennsylvania State Representative. I have participated in Pittsburgh DSA, am becoming more
involved with Philadelphia DSA, and am working on founding a chapter in my hometown,
NEPA (Northeastern Pennsylvania). I work for a Medicare For All / Single Payer organization
and am on a mission to get more millennials in elected office.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Electoral Work: we can't impact legislation
without having good legislators on our side. Local Organizing Infrastructure: especially in rural
areas, trying to find ways to bring more resources to the most ignored areas of the country.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Building a democracy that works for its people,
not special or corporate interests, and fighting for a moral economy.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Medicare For All is the gold standard of branding,
language and canvassing processes in the M4A space. It is best in class and I use it as my gold
star in my work in healthcare. Electoral organizing has been impressive, but I'm unsure how its
strategy is being measured and supported. I'm less familiar with our Labor national priority,
but seeing DSA at the Single Payer Strategy conference in Minneapolis along with nurses
unions made me very happy: I want to see more coalition work with good unions.
Name: Benjamin A.
Identity/ies: I'm from Alabama, which is uncommon for our organization.

Location: Tuscaloosa, AL
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I haven't been in the organization for long, but I've started exciting my
coworkers about labor movements and human rights. Even in the deep red South, I believe
people can be easily convinced of our goals if we approach the issues from a point of class
struggle.
Policies and demands for the next two years: I think the immediate priories of DSA should
be strengthening unions and nationalized healthcare. I believe that we should push for a ban
on so called "right-to-work" laws to give power back to workers through collective action, and
promote a national healthcare system to remove the profit-motive not only from the
pharmaceutical industry, but from the medical industry as a whole.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Socialist organizations should promote
candidates for elected office that represent our members' priorities while simultaneously
organizing labor movements to spur a revolution inside and outside of government that will
radically change our economy for the better.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Medicare for All and Electoral Organizing have
been big successes since the last convention. Our progress in Labor has been steady, but
hasn't seen the same national attention as Medicare for All.
Name: Penny S.
Identity/ies: SWJF Socialist labor organizer; New York born an raised; Midwestern educated,
California work experience followed by 28 years living in Paris, France and working globally.
Location: Paris, France
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): Democratic Socialists Labor Commission, International Committee
DSA Experience: My activity in DSA spans several decades from my teenage years to the
present. I organized conferences, campaigns and mobilizations as former DSA Youth Organizer
staff at DSA's founding after co-founding DSA locals in Ithaca, NY and Madison, WI. I served as
co-chair of the DSA Labor Commission and NPC member in the 1980's. As a Bernie delegate to
the DNC from Democrats Abroad, I ensured participation of co-delegate Larry Sanders
(Bernie's brother) and Bernie's son Levi at the DSA-organized Socialist Caucus at the DNC. I'm
a lifetime DSA member.
Policies and demands for the next two years: At its 2019 convention, DSA has a historical
opportunity to build a relevant, outward looking, multi-tendency/pluralistic DSA capable of
having an impact on American politics. We need to develop the national, regional, and local
infrastructure necessary to transform DSA into a democratic mass organization that can
organize and mobilize as the socialist element within a broader progressive movement in
elections and non-electoral issue campaigns. We have to fight for tangible gains while

organizing for structural change. The threat posed by white nationalist authoritarianism to
people of color, women, workers, LGBTQUIA people, immigrants, members of minority
religious faiths and democracy itself makes defeating Trumpism essential. Failure to combat
the racism, sexism and bigotry of Trumpism also renders any hope of progressive reforms
impossible. This means prioritizing electoral work (including the Bernie 2020 campaign and
key Congressional and local races) and playing a central role in strategic national campaigns
for full legal status for undocumented immigrants, defending refugees and the abolition of
ICE; a Green New Deal, Medicare for All, tuition free education and repeal of the Hyde
Amendment. Locally it means joining struggles for the Fight for $15, the abolition of cash bail,
affordable housing and paid family leave. Rebuilding the trade union movement from the
ground up (both domestically and internationally) is critical to transforming the U.S. and the
world. As democratic socialists we're opposed to militarism and imperialism and believe the
United States must adopt a democratic foreign policy. Keeping the U.S. out of war should
always be a priority.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Jaysonn V.
Identity/ies: Indian, male, het, cis gender, able
Location: Edinburg, TX
Organizing Committee: Rio Grande Valley DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Involved in No Border Wall organizing
Policies and demands for the next two years: Ecosocialism because of the oncoming
climate apocalypse.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To fight for the rights of the working class in the
context of climate apocalypse and resurgent fascism.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: We are doing well with Medicare for All and
Electoral organizing. We could do better with labor.
Name: Jory O.
Identity/ies: Cishet white male
Location: Rapid River, MI
Organizing Committee: Upper Peninsula DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I'm relatively new to the DSA. I'm trying to get my local chapter recognized
by the national. I have helped organize with striking workers and helped develop a pilot
program called handcuffs to hardhats that helps drug offenders get into the building trades.
I've helped fundraise and organize for local marches including my areas "March for Our Lives".

Policies and demands for the next two years: Continue to organize around the Green New
Deal and Medicare for All. There are dozens of areas we could focus on but nothing matters
more than saving our planet and health justice. We need to peacefully force the hands of those
in power to enact these policies. We need to hold town halls and canvass. The more folks
know about these two issues, the more people are on our side.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Dayton U.
Identity/ies: Caucasian male cis U. S. citizen able
Location: Huntsville, AL
Organizing Committee: North Alabama DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I have been inspired, educated, and uplifted in so many ways by the huge
diversity of people that I have met through DSA. I truly believe that this is an excellent
organization for pursuing the interests of all working class people. I am so happy that the
convention is going to be hosted in the south! We cannot ignore or believe that the south is
unwinnable for socialism, in some of the most dedicated and radical comrades I have met
have been in this troubled region. I want DSA to look very seriously at this region and strive to
meet its needs.
Policies and demands for the next two years:
1.Medicare for all
2.BLM (and affiliated orgs)
3.Trans rights
4.Education programs for local chapters
5.to strengthen and encourage communication, cooperation, and coordination between
chapters
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: In short, to achieve justice and equality in a
world that supplies neither.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Medicare for all is a crucial point in our campaign
but I would like to see a more concerted effort beyond canvassing. At this point, I don't believe
that electoral organizing is worth the majority of our effort. Capital has stacked the cards
against us and while we should support candidates and make such an effort, I believe that we
must choose our battles wisely. All in all, we have made good progress, but there are certainly
lessons we have learned we must apply if we expect this success to continue.
Name: Eric B.
Identity/ies: I'm from a working-class family in San Francisco. My mother is Jewish and my
father is from Mexico City.

Location: Brooklyn, NY
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: After many years as a teacher and public education organizer, this last year
I’ve been centrally involved in helping DSA locally and nationally support the wave of teachers’
strikes, each of which I’ve witnessed and supported on the ground. In coordination with the
Democratic Socialist Labor Commission and DSA chapters across the country, we have
generated a tremendous amount of political and financial solidarity to educators on strike.
Through these organizing campaigns, and through my writings as a journalist for Jacobin and
The Nation I have also helped shine a national spotlight on the inspiring work of DSA activists
who are rank-and-file teacher strike leaders — like Emily Comer in West Virginia — as well as
the tireless efforts of DSA chapters to provide food, child care, and political backing to striking
educators and their unions. I have also recruited key teachers and strike leaders to DSA.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: For the first time in generations, we have the
opportunity to organize a mass socialist movement in the United States. The Left doesn’t get
an opening like this very often — it’s important that we seize it fully. But to do that, we need to
work to transform DSA into an organization rooted in the multi-racial working class.I think the
role of a socialist organization is to be an instrument of and for working people to effectively
take on the billionaire class and its state. This means organizing struggles that can win
tangible gains in the lives of millions — and, in this process, promoting a compelling strategy
for democratic socialist transformation. Of course, we’re a big tent organization in a country
with a wide range of political contexts, so the specifics of what this looks like will vary from
place to place. But the common thread should be mass politics and mass action — without
such an approach, DSA will continue to have big difficulties rooting itself among working
people. Concretely, I think DSA should be focused on promoting and participating in the strike
wave, struggles against racial oppression, Bernie 2020, Medicare for All, and Green New Deal.
In that process, it’s critical that we change our organizing and political culture, to make it
more relevant to working-class people of all backgrounds. Part of that is moving past the
factional and insular dynamics that turn off folks looking to get involved. Even more
importantly, our meetings should be well-organized, political, and outwards-facing, so that
new people can get inspired and get plugged in around concrete movement work. By taking
the lead in these struggles and campaigns, I’m convinced that we can rapidly double or triple
the size of DSA and significantly diversify our class and racial composition.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Timothy H.
Identity/ies: Cis Caucasian Male
Location: Gainesville, FL

Organizing Committee: Central Florida DSA
DSA role(s): co-chair of DSA Veterans Working Group
DSA Experience: I'm a founding member of the Uptown/Bronx branch of NYC DSA. I have been
the elected co-chair of DSA's Veterans Working Group for almost a year. I was a delegate for
NYC DSA at the 2017 DSA Convention. I have experience in both rural/small chapter organizing
and in NYC. I canvassed as DSA for AOC and Jabari Brisport
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Our role is to build a base to achieve dramatic
shifts in mass class consciousness. Our purpose is to champion and win demands that
drastically benefit poor and working-class American and to agitate, educate, inoculate,
organize, and unionize workers. Our role is to move people from apathy, disinterest,
ignorance, and atomization to an engaged mass movement of organized and powerful
communities and allies. We must create the conditions for exponential growth of socialist
power and we will do that by supporting and empowering local chapters.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Roxanne P.
Identity/ies: White abled cis bisexual woman
Location: Gainesville, FL
Organizing Committee: Central Florida DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Been on the Central Florida OC for ~2 years and spearheaded our brake light
clinics; design work for Build and other DSA projects
Policies and demands for the next two years: Ecosocialism — The Ecosoc WG Green New
Deal proposal is great and comprehensive and I think we should encourage chapters to
develop GND along these principles for their areas. Internal organizing — DSA could still stand
to benefit from taking a critical look at where we need to improve in terms of communications,
democracy, and internal bottlenecks.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Aaron S.
Identity/ies: Caucasian, male, gay, US/Native/Irish
Location: Carson City, NV
Organizing Committee: Northern Nevada DSA
DSA role(s): Currently, none but I am interested.
DSA Experience: I have only recently become involved with the DSA but I have put myself in
every planning group for events and such. Outside of the DSA, I have had a tremendous
amount of political experience including working as a non paid lobbyist, serving as Vice Chair

of a political party and working on several presidential campaigns over the past 15 years. I
believe I bring both youthful spirit and good experience.
Policies and demands for the next two years: We should focus more on what we can do to
abolish homelessness both locally and internationally. Come up with alternative communities
even in order to ensure everyone is taken care of.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: I think we can narrow the role of a Socialist
organization in the USA today into three main categories; Workers rights and concerns,
poverty and correcting the horrors of colonialism. All three are things that have been in serious
need of attention for many years.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I feel the organization has done well with
advocating for all of these. I feel that we have worked hard to improve labor but we can do
more with electoral organizing.
Name: Ozzy H.
Identity/ies: White, nonbinary, queer, neurodivergent
Location: Reno, NV
Organizing Committee: Northern Nevada DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: After volunteering for Bernie as a sophomore in high school, I joined DSA in
2017 as a junior. I organized in Las Vegas DSA and helped run the chapter's social media before
moving to Reno and getting involved in starting up Northern Nevada DSA, which is still a work
in progress. My experience in DSA has, naturally, had its bumps, but I'm overjoyed to be
surrounded by good, caring comrades who I can fight with for a better world.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: A socialist organization is nothing without the
involvement and support of the working class, and nothing--in the United States
especially--without tireless struggle against the vilification of migrants and without tireless
struggle against the violent and racist exportation of capitalism through imperialism. This task
can prove difficult in a country whose working class and organized labor often views socialists
distastefully. The most essential thing we as a socialist organization in the U.S. can do at this
time is to loudly fight for and alongside the working class and build our communities up. We
are not just a political organization, we are a community organization, and our first
responsibility is caring for those around us who are suffering. As we care for our communities
and rally against the status quo within them, we can build a truly strong, grassroots
movement anchored in our communities that can collectively challenge the power of capital.
At this crossroads, it is essential that we educate, agitate, and organize in our communities
and cultivate a community strength that will manifest itself in a powerful workers' movement.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: James T.

Identity/ies: I've long been wanting to see a socialism bloom which offers an alternative to
capitalism centered on care-work. I really look up to Lucia Sanchez-Saornil, Helen Keller and
Lucy Parsons. I'm white, masculine, have been oriented towards attraction to feminine people
of all parts of the gender spectrum, am autistic and have some speech difficulties. I'm very into
building disability activism.
Location: Reno, NV
Organizing Committee: Northern Nevada DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: While a longtime socialist, I'm a new organizer. I've not been able to navigate
politics before owing to disability issues- but I'm very lucky to have been building our local left
into a DSA chapter from the ground up. I really wish I could share with everyone how fantastic
our membership is.
Policies and demands for the next two years: 1) Better outreach and coordination with
locals. This is to really build a united and empowered community for all of us who rely on a
wage paid for our labor. 2) Creating policies and offering support to help build a care-oriented
community. Our most critical strength as anti-capitalists is in valuing each other as human,
not as productive bodies.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: We must resist the trauma of a fascist
government, we must empower decolonization of spaces, we must center ourselves with a
politics that lets us be sufficiently political for being able to be kind to each other- Let's
provide a space of child care, of providing food to members and performing reproductive
labor while we handle the stress of building alternative powers against capital.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: As a member who has been working to build this
space in a more rural community, I have not experienced how national has been able to do
this. I criticise the buy-in required for medicare for all as a financial burden on smaller
organizations, the lack of voice in developing strategies, and the undervaluing of care and
service/reproductive work as labor that I have heard is a normal stance.
Name: Cole S.
Identity/ies: white/cis-male/heterosexual
Location: Erie, PA
Organizing Committee: Erie DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I attended the Rust Belt conference that was held in Pittsburgh in 2018.
Policies and demands for the next two years: We should push for deeper organizing in
rural/suburban/small city chapters, and greater support for the those chapters that already
exist in those spaces. We also need to deepen our commitment to eco-socialism.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A

Name: Stephanie K.
Identity/ies: Caucasian, female, heterosexual
Location: Erie, CA
Organizing Committee: Erie DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: N/A - The Erie DSA Organizing Committee has recently been established so
as of now, I haven’t had many opportunities within the organization.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: I believe that the role and purpose of a socialist
organization in the United States is to act as an agent of change within our communities. We
should be involved in issues that will aid in the betterment of the lives of individuals within our
local communities, across the United States, and for generations to come.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Anthony G.
Identity/ies: Multi-Racial (Black/White)
Location: Lake Worth, FL
Organizing Committee: Palm Beach County DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I'm currently serving as the communications co-chair of Palm Beach DSA.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare-For-All, Housing Justice, and Labor
Organizing. Healthcare ought to be regarded by all as a human right, and as such should not
be dependent on one's ability to pay, race/ethnicity, gender identity, class, etc. It is a basic
human need, and providing for it ought to be regarded as a bare essential in a wealthy
industrialized country such as the United States. Housing, like healthcare, is one of the most
basic human needs and as such it should to be considered a human right, and providing for it
ought to be seen as a public good. Today, nearly everybody must work and earn a wage
(unfortunately) in order to provide for themselves. We must ensure that everybody is paid a
wage, is given benefits, work hours, paid time off, maternity/paternity leave, etc., which allows
them to live comfortable (not just "liveable") personal lives. Eventually, it is my hope that by
fighting for these changes, we might broaden the political imagination of the masses,
galvanize popular movements based in common struggle and the immediate material
concerns of the working class.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Richard H.
Identity/ies: White/Male/CIS/Straight/Able/American/WorkingClass/Laborer

Location: Bend, OR
Organizing Committee: Member of Central Oregon 2017, currently reforming OC
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I'm still new to the wider world of DSA, but I have worked on electoral
campaigns as a volunteer, I was a member of a local business charity and outreach
committee, and have volunteered my time and energy to small local projects.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: The role of a socialist organization in the U.S.
today is much the same as previous socialist movements that came before. It is to strive
against the injustices of our time, economic, environmental, racial, gender and social. It's our
purpose to expose the roots of these injustices, and with our fellow brothers and sisters, we
must fight back against the forces of capitalism, imperialism, exploitation, and supremacy. In
2019, we are changing debates about what things should be a right to people like, healthcare,
education, nutrition, housing, meaningful work, and a clean planet. When we achieve these
goals, we will have diluted the power of money over people's lives, given all people
opportunities, and secured safer world for the next generation. Today the DSA’s role is to be
present in the institutions, to be present in the streets, in the workplace, and in people’s lives.
We must be involved in all of the facets of daily life, and we must make them more democratic,
egalitarian, and just.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Erienne O.
Identity/ies: White, woman, pansexual
Location: Reno, NV
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I'm on the coordinating committee for my local org
Policies and demands for the next two years: Affordable Housing for all
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To challenge the nature of capitalism which
seeks to exploit and destroy most people.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I'm hoping to go to the convention to learn more
about what's happening in nationally and to be able to make that assessment more clearly.
Name: James D.
Identity/ies: White, male, gay
Location: Ozark, AL
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A

DSA Experience: I am the current treasurer for YDSA at The University of Alabama at
Birmingham, and am a member of both YDSA at UAB and Birmingham DSA. Since last fall to
the end of this semester, YDSA at UAB has grown from just a few people to a sizeable group of
core members who regularly attend meetings and working group meetings. We have added
multiple working groups, including the Feminism and LGBT working group, one of our most
active groups. I regularly attend meetings of the Feminism and LGBT working group, and
contribute at meetings where possible. Just this semester, I have taken part in YDSA at UAB’s
many activities including the campaign to get the exorbitant fees entailed with the harmful
SHIP (Student Health Insurance Plan) repealed, and tabling to correct (via labeling) trans and
gender non-conforming student’s campus cards to name a few.
Policies and demands for the next two years: DSA should prioritize championing demands
that foster a intersectional working class majority. This means organizing at the local and
national level to both push institutional reforms and direct action in order to improve the lives
of working people. National demands should consist of things such as Medicare for All, College
for All, a $15 minimum wage, a Green New Deal, taxation on large corporations, abolishing ICE,
federal jobs guarantee, and legislation protecting the rights of LGBT individuals. However,
local issues also should not be neglected. Local initiatives led by and sponsored by DSA
chapters have found success in spaces like brake light clinics, bail fundraisers, and campaigns
to encourage local candidates to adopt policy changes to benefit the working class.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: A socialist organization’s role and purpose in
the United States today is to help grow and organize an intersectional working class majority.
This should be achieved refusing to exclude the large portion of the working class through
exclusionary and reductive practices like only viewing issues through the lenses of class, but
instead recognizing the intersectionality of statuses in a modern capitalist society that work to
oppress the working class at large.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: DSA has made a lot of progress in the areas it has
worked to prioritize such as Medicare for All, electoral organizing, and labor. I want DSA to
continue this tradition and continue pushing for these necessary issues. 2018-2019 saw
protests, strikes, sit-ins, and DSA members elected to positions across the country. It is
important to not lose steam, and keep pushing for these integral policies.
Name: Ella W.
Identity/ies: Woman
Location: Toronto, ON, Canada
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): International Committee
DSA Experience: When I was previously in New York, I co-founded the New York University
YDSA chapter and worked on bringing our chapter out to organize for the M4A campaign.
Since living in Toronto, I have served as co-chair of the Middle East and Africa group within the

International Committee, and have helped with organizing to bring speakers from the Middle
East and Africa to the upcoming convention and begin plans for workshops to encourage
broader member understanding of Middle East politics. I helped translate flyers from English
to Arabic for the NYC translation group as part of the New York State housing and tenant
organizing campaign, and I have also written two articles about Syria for DSA publications.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: With the surge in the popularity of socialism in
recent years, DSA has made enormous membership gains. When considering the role we
should play in American politics, it is helpful to analyze what attracted newly radicalized
Americans to the DSA rather than the myriad of alternative socialist groups. One of our great
strengths is that we operate as a gathering place for a variety of divergent and even opposing
views sharing a broad commitment to pushing democracy to its most radical potential -- a
task which can only be accomplished by breaking down the barriers capitalism places on an
equitable distribution of power and opportunity in society. To be clear, this does not mean
simply waving away discussion of what may be substantial differences, but having these
discussions in comradely and productive ways while organizing together towards aims we can
agree upon. The success of Bernie’s presidential campaign in bringing discussions of socialism
back to mainstream political discussion highlights DSA’s second distinctive strength, our
flexible approach to electoral politics. Since 2016, this approach has been even more
vindicated by some impressive electoral wins as well as campaigns (like Bernie’s) where we
didn’t win but pushed the discussion far to the left of what it would have been otherwise. We
should continue to support campaigns for worthy candidates. Beyond this, our rapid growth
creates potential for much more progress. We need to continue to cultivate a substantial
rank-and-file presence in the labor movement and strengthen our national campaigns like
M4A as well as local working group campaigns around issues like tenant organizing.
Furthermore, as the leading socialist group in the US now, we need to build ties with
international socialist groups and movements and push to oppose U.S. imperialism through
both mass organizing and pressure on elected officials.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Sav M.
Identity/ies: white, non-binary, gay, lower middle class, rural, Southern, able-bodied, US
Citizen, Ivy League educated, Spanish speaker
Location: Attalla, AL
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I am a relative newcomer to DSA, but my experiences have already run the
gamut of the biggest chapters to the smallest community presence (or complete lack thereof).
I first got interested in DSA after meeting the founder of Yale's DSA, and I hoped to start a

chapter at Harvard where I was an undergraduate. I recently spent a summer interning in LA
and attended chapter meetings, canvasses, and other events with DSA there. I was incredibly
impressed by the organization, resources, and power that LA-DSA had built. On the flip side,
since moving back home to rural Alabama I have seen the severe need for infrastructure from
DSA in communities like mine. This is something that was heavily discussed at the Southern
Caucus convention two weekends ago and a key issue I would raise at the national
convention.
Policies and demands for the next two years: In short, DSA should demand that people
regain control over their lives through a more democratic economy and society. We must
make the argument—based on theory as well as our current political reality—that true political
democracy cannot function properly with such unequal distribution of social and economic
capital that exists in the US. What that means in practice is ending worker exploitation and
identity-based discrimination. What this means in practice is dismantling the hierarchies that
keep working folks fighting each other for the scraps while the wealthy few feast. What this
means in practice is making demands that will make the day-to-day lives most Americans
demonstrably better. To create a more socially democratic society, we must demand:
investment in the education, health, and safety of communities of color; equal rights and
protections for queer folks, differently-abled people, POC, and non-Christians; return of land
and resources to Native Americans; reparations for black Americans; abolition of ICE and full
rights and citizenship for immigrants and refugees; free addiction treatment programs and
mental health support; prison abolition and restored freedoms to convicted individuals; local,
state, and national leadership quotas for marginalized communities. To create a more
economically democratic society, we must demand: a quality and affordable national
healthcare system; workplace unionization; job benefits and vacation requirements; rent
control; universal basic income; free and quality primary, secondary, and college education
and job training programs; end to mandatory arbitration agreements and anti-plaintiffs'
legislation; redistribution of corporate wealth and control. Additionally, connecting with rural
and small town folks is not just a "should," but a "must." Unlike the Democratic Party who has
largely alienated themselves from this population, DSA has an incredible opportunity to build
a coalition of disaffected and exploited Americans from all communities—big and small. The
Revolution requires all hands on deck!
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Jacob R.
Identity/ies: White Male
Location: Gainesville, FL
Organizing Committee: Central Florida DSA
DSA role(s): N/A

DSA Experience: I have been with the Central Florida DSA for the past 8 months. As a very
small organization, we have been mostly focused on raising awareness with the eventual goal
of becoming a chapter. To that end, we have a recurring brake light clinic and a
word-of-mouth 'marketing' campaign, both of which I have significantly contributed to.
Policies and demands for the next two years: The most important policy is the DSA
Ecosocialist's Green New Deal. The biggest issue facing our society is climate change,
especially given the fact that the most oppressed peoples of the world stand to lose the most.
The DEGND clearly lays out a path forward that will be just for all. It is a broad policy, I would
love the DSA to particularly focus on building self-sustaining communities as a way to mitigate
the damage that capitalism can do, especially to those that are trying to resist it.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Christian R.
Identity/ies: Straight, white, male, irish national origin
Location: Ashwaubenon, WI
Organizing Committee: Fox Cities DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I am currently the elected acting chair of fox cities dsa as we work on
expanding and becoming an OC, we have worked with other Wisconsin chapters and have
done anti fascist organizing along with eco socialist work in our community.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Funding small city and rural chapters, along
with an increased focus on strike funds and labor organizing.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To bring the means of production into the
hands of all the workers.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: My chapter has done work on a m4a campaign
along with working with local unions.
Name: Lewis K.
Identity/ies: White, male, straight, American, urban planner, environmentalist, musician,
artist
Location: La Crosse, WI
Organizing Committee: Coulee DSA
DSA role(s): Eco-Socialist Working Group and/or Blog
DSA Experience: New member.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Green New Deal.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Keep policy moving forward regardless of who
is in office.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Unclear, but gaining momentum.

Name: Ann M.
Identity/ies: Lgbtq female
Location: Erie, PA
Organizing Committee: Erie DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: N/A
Policies and demands for the next two years: Healthcare 4 all.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Guide progressive Dems.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Andrej M.
Identity/ies: Working class second generation Slovene immigrant
Location: Seattle, WA/Amsterdam, Netherlands
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): Medicare for All Committee, The Stacks
DSA Experience: Since the summer of 2016 I have had the opportunity to contribute on both
the local, regional, and national level of DSA. In 2016, I served on the Seattle DSA Organizing
Committee. Then in 2017 I was elected as Seattle DSA's first chapter chair after receiving our
charter. In 2018, I served as the Pacific Northwest Regional Organizer for the national DSA
Medicare for All campaign. On the national level, I have been on the editorial team of DSA’s
Political Education newsletter “The Stacks” since early 2018.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Today there is nothing more important for
socialists than rebuilding the power of the working class. After decades of defeat we have a
historic opening to reach millions of people with the message that collective political action is
not only possible, but necessary to improve working class lives. In every action or campaign
we evaluate we should consider how it strengthens the working class. Does it activate the
politically uninvolved? Does it build our capacity for independent political action? We need to
take full advantage of the momentum and excitement around the Bernie 2020 campaign to
spread a class-conscious socialist message. We need to invest deeply in supporting the
growing strike wave that began with the WV teachers strikes and has now spread to other
sectors. Simultaneously, through campaigning for hugely popular issues like Medicare for All,
a Green New Deal, and the liberation struggles of immigrants and minorities, we can continue
to push explicitly socialist solutions to these problems. These campaigns put us into direct
conflict with the source of so much human misery, the capitalist system of production. It is our
responsibility to point the finger at the capitalists and build the confidence of our fellow
workers that by fighting together, we can build a better world.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A

Name: AC P.
Identity/ies: White, cis, het, male, abled, American scum =/
Location: Blountsville, AL
Organizing Committee: No, interested in starting one.
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I've been a dues paying member for a year and a half. I was born and raised
in inner city Nashville, but I now live in a very conservative county in rural Alabama, just north
of Birmingham. I've been here for over four years now, and I've found a group of people who
would like to organize. We're just getting started but we're eager and determined.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Wealth redistribution, medicare for all, free
college tuition for all, housing as a human right, criminal justice reform, a green new deal because everyone deserves a life of dignity.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Gary S.
Identity/ies: Caucasian, male, heterosexual, US Citizen, no special abilities
Location: Parrish, FL
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Recently joined DSA.
Policies and demands for the next two years: All people by their presence in the USA should
have the same full medical coverage without qualifications including dental and eye care. This
coverage is readily funded with increased taxes.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Sean C.
Identity/ies: I'm a 37 year old white male. My dad is a Polish immigrant who came as the
Nazi's were invading. I'm also a 4th generation rank and file union member of the UAW and
labor activist.
Location: Flushing, MI
Organizing Committee: We are currently attempting to organize a Flint chapter.
DSA role(s): I've written for the Detroit socialist DSA publication and have been involved in
some local working groups.
DSA Experience: I've spoken on some panels concerning the green new deal as well as the
closure of Detroit Hamtramck assembly, where I used to work. I've also written articles for our
local paper about union issues and the importance of the labor movement.

Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare for all and the green new deal.
Because they would benifit the greatest number. Both would help to ensure the survival of
working class people around the globe as well as in the US. They would also give a semblance
of economic justice to folks around the country who have been struggling and are being
manipulated into the hands of fascism.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To give a powerful alternative to a exploitative,
profit motivated system. The time is right. We haven't had this momentum in the socialist
community in generations.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: My only experience with the DSA is with the
Detroit chapter. But they have a vibrant M4A working group that is making progress in shifting
the discussion and putting pressure on our elected officials... As far as the electoral side, we
endorsed Bernie recently and there's a lot of energy around that. Also, many folks are running
for local office. So that has me feeling hopeful... As far as unions, I think there's some progress
to be made. Many folks still don't understand the basics of what unions are about. Building
momentum around the labor movement is difficult because the union bureaucracy often
stifles our attempts.
Name: Jeffrey M.
Identity/ies: I am a physically disabled Euro-American cismale.
Location: Delray Beach, FL
Organizing Committee: Palm Beach DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I have had extensive experience in creating and writing State and Federal
legislation to expand Medicare coverage (Community Spouse Doctrine) and Social Security
(Ticket To Work Program) as well as 25 years as a legal advocate.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare For All (health care issues), the Green
New Deal (environmental issues), the abolition of the Electoral College and a 21st Century
Congressional Reapportionment Act (political issues) and the teaching of civics and civility in
public discourse, especially to younger people (social issues).
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: A Socialist organization can today act as a locus
for organizing, the investigation of new ideas untrammelled by traditions, and as wellspring of
"new" political leadership.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Voting is good. Action is better. All real politics is
local, and DSA should focus on grassroots organizing in favor of positions that benefit all
Americans. Rights are not rights unless they are everyone's rights.
Name: Samuel K.
Identity/ies: Taiwanese-American
Location: Holmdel, NJ

Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): Eco-Socialist Working Group and/or Blog
DSA Experience: I live in the Jersey Shore area, and I've been involved with the Central Jersey
chapter because they're more active. I'm also a member of the DSA Ecosocialists Working
Group.
Policies and demands for the next two years: DSA should prioritize championing the Green
New Deal. It's a policy that's proven to be very popular within DSA itself; the Ecosocialist
Working Group's Green New Deal proposal has been endorsed by many DSA members,
chapters, and the National Political Committee. The Green New Deal is also popular with the
general public. There's clearly appetite for DSA to take action on it. With climate change
threatening every aspect of our society, it is important that DSA put its focus on the Green New
Deal and ecosocialist ideas.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Sandra S.
Identity/ies: autistic, transgender nonbinary, queer
Location: Sparks, NV
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: My local DSA chapter has given me a voice and a platform to advocate for
disability rights and autistic people. We work to find ways to make our political space
accessible for disabled people. We allows members who cannot physically attend meetings to
teleconference in, and we also create a space where alternative (nonverbal) forms of
communication are accommodated for autistic people who struggle with speech. Our chapter
places an emphasis on building a community of mutual support and interdependence that
benefits both abled and disabled people.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare for all is a priority. Workers cannot
effectively organize and advocate for a better system if they are suffering from treatable
illnesses.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: The primary purpose of a socialist organization
is to create robust local communities that can serve as an alternative to our inaccessible
capitalist system.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I'm not familiar with the work the DSA has done
until recently.
Name: Drew C.
Identity/ies: Cis Caucasian Male
Location: Albuquerque, NM

Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I became a dues paying member almost 2 years ago. I used to live in Wichita,
KS and was the Education Coordinator for Wichita DSA for one year. In that time, I helped
organize a couple of reading groups, tabled at different venues, and helped in creating
pamphlet designs. About 2 months ago, I started working as a travel nurse which entails me
working in a city for 13 weeks then moving to another. Whenever I am in a city I try to seek out
the local DSA group and offer assistance in any way I can. I would like to collaborate and
discuss the issues and goals that the at large members have for the DSA.
Policies and demands for the next two years: I believe that the numerous DSA chapters have
different and innovative ideas. Sometimes there are different factors that affect different
communities. However, I believe one priority should be establishing tenant unions. I believe
this is a good topic to focus our efforts on for many reasons. Tenant unions introduce ideas
like collective bargaining and solidarity to people who may not be familiar with the ideas of
socialism. Also, it provides an opportunity for DSA members to interact with their community
and better understand the issues that affect them so they can better tailor action plans.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Ideally the purpose of a socialist organization is
to bring about the end of capitalism. However, I believe that a socialist organization is critical
to spread ideas and education about socialism. Not only that but to use direct action to move
the conversation more to the left and not the center. What I have been seeing is that socialist
organizations are the only ones who are actually trying to help and provide meaningful change
to the working class which the political establishment has abandoned.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I believe that DSA is an organization with growing
pains and is still trying to work out how to adjust to those changes. I believe Medicare for All
was organized well and provided resources to chapters to assist in starting their own
canvassing efforts. In the area of electoral work, I think there needs to be some redesign.
Getting socialist candidates elected to office is important and should be pursued by individual
chapters to decide if they wish to start or assist in electoral efforts. I felt as though labor fell by
the wayside and needs to be refocused.
Name: Nora P.
Identity/ies: I’m 22, white, bisexual, transgender woman from Nevada with a college
education. I’m not disabled in any real way.
Location: Reno, NV
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I’ve been active in University of Nevada Reno’s YDS chapter for over a year
now. I’ve led a meeting or two. I’ve volunteered quite a bit. More recently, I’ve been active in
the (unchartered) Northern Nevada DSA.

Policies and demands for the next two years: I think the DSA should prioritize labor. The
clearest way of building power and benefiting this country is to be the leading force in forming
new unions and organizing existing ones to get more from their employers. Higher (above
$15?) minimum wages are starting to sound realistic all over the country. Paid time off and
family leave are obvious quality of life improvements. I think we need to tap into existing
unions for new membership by demonstrating that socialists have something to offer them
and not just the other way around. This country is learning how to strike again. If we are seen
as the leaders of those movements we can effect permanent change for the better.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Ryan L.
Identity/ies: White straight male
Location: Pensacola, FL
Organizing Committee: No I’m waiting on an answer from National office to start an
organizing committee in Pensacola, Florida.
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I am starting a chapter in Pensacola but I’m starting with just me so it’s an
uphill journey I am willing to take on.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Labor organizing because it will help with
working class people immediate needs, thus building the base of DSA. Nationalizing the health
care industry to give Medicare to everyone in America. This will be a big step to building
socialism in America while helping working class people immediate needs and taking away
the stigma that comes when people hear socialism.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To create solidarity between all workers and
people unable to work to build a society that treats everyone equal while giving everyone a
dignified life.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I’ve heard many candidates say that DSA has
helped them a lot wit canvassing so good job on that front. I don’t have enough knowledge on
DSA impact for Medicare for all to have a real opinion. I know DSA members have supported
workers on strike but I haven’t heard anything about DSA helping organize workplaces, so I’d
like to see more attention paid to that.
Name: William C.
Identity/ies: White Cisgendered Bisexual Male, US
Location: Baton Rouge, LA
Organizing Committee: Baton Rouge DSA
DSA role(s): N/A

DSA Experience: I've been Treasurer of my local chapter since our OC status became official.
I've canvassed for M4A with my local chapter. I've volunteered my time with other members in
efforts to cook food for those in need in a food-not-bombs style local nonprofit. At work I am a
software developer for a university, and am actively involved with trying to start a CWA-UCW
chapter on my campus.
Policies and demands for the next two years: I think M4A, and the GND are great campaigns
and want to work to make both a reality. I also think that making Labor a priority for DSA,
through training and empowerment of local people and communities can be lead through
DSA, and can give us a platform for creating enough momentum for real change at a local
level. I think that smaller chapters need to be prioritized especially in the southern states.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: I think that the role of a socialist organization
today is about fighting against the alienation that dominates our lives, and the lives of others
in our communities. I think that mutual aid within our communities should be or top priority,
and that from such solidarity other forms of change, both political, communal an social can be
enabled.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I think good progress has been made with M4A. I
feel that the efforts behind Electoral organizing hasn't been focused enough on purple and red
states. I am excited to see what kind of work is being done for Labor, but am not aware of the
current work being done.
Name: Lewis A.
Identity/ies: White, male, heterosexual, retired unionist (American Postal Workers Union
AFL-CIO, USA, socialist unionist since 1972.
Location: Lakeland, FL
Organizing Committee: Founder - Florida Dance Arts, retired APWU chapter President.
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I was actively involved in the APWU during 39 years of employment with the
US Postal Service. I have served as an APWU national and state level convention delegate and
participated in state level Presidents’ Conferences. In 2012 I retired from the Postal Service
after 39 years of employment, at the age of 58, with a fair pension and quality healthcare until I
die. I would like to see Polk County Florida develop a DSA chapter and believe serving as a
delegate at the DSA convention would be beneficial towards my goal to organize area fellow
socialist progressives.
Policies and demands for the next two years: A broad spectrum of socialist views should be
included. Over the next two years it is most important to seek out and organize for progressive
socialist candidates and join with the struggle of those few candidates at the local, state and
national level.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: The role of socialist organizations is education
and socialist advocacy and support for progressive socialist candidates for public office and

solidify and increase the role of socialist in our political system. Consider the progress the Tea
Party has accomplished drawing the American political system towards predatory corporate
conservatism, to the stage of right-wing fascism. Their effectiveness solidified the right wing of
the Republican Party resulting in strengthening the Democratic Party predatory corporate
power that boldly deters progressive socialist positions within the party. Centrist can point
how extreme the Republican opposition has become and lean more corporate moderate
rather than resorting towards a leftist progressive agenda. If not for Bernie Sanders running in
2016 & currently 2020 there would not have been much opposition to the Democratic centrist
corporate dominance which is part of the current predatory capitalist political monopoly.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: It’s difficult to assess the progress in these three
areas that can be solely attributed to the DSA. All three of these topics have gained
momentum that hopefully will continue. States are adopting legislation that by-passes the
electoral constitutional system which needs to be more aggressively pursued in light of the
political improbability of a national resolution on the subject. The more states that will
commit to a popular vote commitment the more national attention and pragmatic
conversation will follow changing people’s mind. I think the drive for a $15.00 minimum wage
has refreshed union organization acceptance and recent strikes have made progress that
demonstrates the value of people protesting for justice and dignity. I always get excited when I
see the people standing up together on strike or in the streets. It’s part of my background as a
longtime socialist and unionist. Medicare for all has probably seen the most impressive
increase in the political systems acceptance and the general public’s understanding of how
poor are healthcare system actually is and associating the cause being predatory corporate
control over our political system and the importance of change is a matter of time. DSA is an
important factor in advocating progressive change and the organizations growth in the past
two years must continue by considering more aggressive recruitment.
Name: Marlon P.
Identity/ies: I’m a straight black male & 2nd generation immigrant (Haitian descent)
Location: Cedar Rapids, IA
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I believe in growing & creating the participatory democratic, power-building
structures that make DSA our class’s best hope in decades. Strongly support approaching
liberatory anti-oppression politics in all aspects of our public campaigning and internal
organization.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: We are at the beginning of a long-term project
of socialist renewal, & without knowing what events & forms the future holds, I can say
confidently that the role of socialist organization is to build an independent,

counter-hegemonic power of the working class in the US and worldwide. Our class is
international; fighters for clean water in Flint have the same interest as strikers in Chile. Our
job is to make that strategic truism a practical reality.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Timothy N.
Identity/ies: Straight white male
Location: Traverse City, MI
Organizing Committee: Northern Michigan DSA
DSA role(s): Democratic Socialists Labor Commission, Medicare for All Committee,
Eco-Socialist Working Group and/or Blog
DSA Experience: Organizing a small group of socialists in a very conservative and rural area.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare for all and income inequality. I
believe accomplishing those thing will help achieve greater equality in social, racial, gender
and sexual matters.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To counteract and tear down capitalism.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Medicare for all is becoming normalized and
accepted but there is a lot of work to do on the others.
Name: Kyle C.
Identity/ies: White, straight, cis-male, mostly abled autistic, American, parent to a disabled
autistic child.
Location: Daytona Beach, FL
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I have not been very active in the DSA. Working, school, and caring for my
children has stopped me from participation. However, I have previously attempted union
organizing, and am currently a Civics teacher, and attempt to use that to point out the
contradictions in American government.
Policies and demands for the next two years: The priorities I see as important in the next
two years are making sure that Medicare for All has the support to become a reality, creating a
national base of organized socialists, and mobilizing in support of direct actions. Medicare for
All is a key national issue that will improve the lives of the working class, and it is a demand
that socialists can point to in mobilizing the unengaged. It also creates a safety net that
enables more comrades to join in our work without having to worry. My daughter is disabled,
and one of the things stopping me from being on the front lines is worrying about how she's
going to get the support she needs, and arranging for her care, on a teacher's salary. In
creating a national base of socialists, we need to expand the resources available to chapters. If
chapters can engage in community outreach and engagement, that makes them a presence

doing good in the community. We have new members who need to learn about socialist
beliefs in ways that were denied to them in public education, and to learn how to organize and
expand the reach of the movement. Providing material support to chapters, and enabling
them to provide material support to the community is critical because action is one of the best
ways to learn. Lastly, mobilizing in support of direct actions is also critical to build solidarity
with other organizations, unions, and workers. When teachers strike, they should know that
the DSA local supports them in spirit and with resources. When a business is engaging in bad
behavior, they should be worried about the DSA taking action. When legislators have
legislation on their desks, they should know that the DSA is organizing the calls and sit ins.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Samuel A.
Identity/ies: White male
Location: DeLand, FL
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): DSA Legal Working Group
DSA Experience: Dues paying member. Member of DSA legal working group.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare for all. $15/hour minimum wage. End
reliance on fossil fuels.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Elect actual left candidates, organize workers,
radicalize the population.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Medicare for all - outreach has been very effective
in combination with electoral wins. Electoral organizing - making gains where the Green Party
failed, local elections. Labor - unsure.
Name: Daniel M.
Identity/ies: Black, bisexual, nonbinary
Location: Greenville, SC
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Founder, Upstate DSA pre-OC, Greenville, SC (August 2018-April 2019).
Member of Richmond People's Survey, a collaboration between members of Organization of a
Free Society and Richmond DSA to empower Richmonders to talk about the issues that
concern them, and plan to organize around them (Mar 2018-June 2018). Richmond DSA Labor
Working Group, (Feb 2019-May 2019), worked on creating a Know your Rights labor training.
Policies and demands for the next two years: DSA has to take a stronger stand on
anti-imperialism and anti-racism.The working class is broader than the core demographics of
DSA. We cannot have effective organizing around Medicare for All if we are not actively

involving the voices of black and brown people. We cannot talk comprehensively about the
environmental harm that is happening to the land without talking about how it was stolen
from indigenous peoples. We cannot talk about unjust labor conditions in a holistic way
without pursuing ways that we can link with and support the working class outside of the
United States. In order to make real this vision of “democratic socialism – a vision of a more
free, democratic and humane society,” (Democratic Socialist of America, About Us)
anti-imperialism and anti-racism have to be a part of everything that we do. We should not be
fighting for a better America, but a better world. As such, we should be demanding the world.
We should loudly double-down on our support of prison abolition, which was affirmed at
DSA’s last convention in 2017 . We should be continuing support of BDS and the struggle of the
Palestinian people. We should be connecting our growing environmental work, which includes
supporting the Green New Deal, to local anti-racist work, with the support of national funds.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: The role and purpose of a socialist organization
in the United States should be to teach and embody democracy and solidarity through
political education and empowerment. For many, DSA is the first time that people are
encountering anti-capitalist politics. Because of this, the way that we explain our politics
internally and externally is important. A socialist organization should listen to and learn about
their concerns. It needs be creative on how to meet the needs of people, fighting alongside
each other against oppressive systems – capitalism, racism, misogyny, transmisogyny,
ableism, among others–and educating each other on how to build people power to win
against them. A socialist organization needs to be linking local and regional campaigns to
each other, allowing for collaboration and innovation, as well as allowing for unique local and
regional responses to the unique ways national issues impact local communities. A socialist
organization, organized from the bottom up, allows for the envisioning of a better world that is
attainable, sustainable and that can be participated in the here and now.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Socialism is on the lips of more people than ever
in recent history in the United States, and that is partially because of the electoral campaigns
of DSA-endorsed candidates. However, many of the most prominent candidates, including
some we have nationally endorsed, have contradicted the values expressed in official
statements and resolutions that were affirmed by the delegates present in 2017, like support
of prison abolition, support of BDS, among other issues. DSA should focus on local and
regional campaigns, where a chapter might have greater ability to hold endorsed candidates
accountable to socialist values. The Medicare for All campaign seems to have a laser focus on
electoral tactics – canvassing, writing letters to congress, etc.– that are focused on the state
action, without empowering those affected to get politically involved in any great way. We
need to explore how to connect health justice to local concerns and empower those affected.
The campaign should explore the Medicare for All campaign to needle exchange programs,
menstrual supply drives, and other local campaigns. DSA’s labor activism at the chapter levels,
from supporting the Anchor Brewing Company unionization efforts, to handing out food at the

teacher picket lines in Los Angeles and Denver, are positive actions. DSA should support local
chapters and encourage them to participate in local labor struggles where they are. In
addition, DSA nationally should broaden its perspective from solely working within already
existing unions, to looking at ways we can support an organized workforce in places where
unions have little legal power.
Name: Robert H.
Identity/ies: Biracial, able-bodied, queer, genderqueer american
Location: Fort Collins, CO
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I, with others, organize recruitment and educational efforts for the Colorado
State University YDSA. Additionally, I help organize food collection and distribution on campus
and for the FC Food Not Bombs.
Policies and demands for the next two years: DSA must commit to a policy of horizontalism
and, while exalting the successes of its members (when they succeed), must recognize that
attempts to steer chapters toward any particular form or focus of organizing will harm the
autonomy of those chapters while stifling other organizing work. As such, the policy of the
DSA in the coming two years ought to be one that empowers local chapters to engage in those
organizing efforts most important to them and their communities.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Ethan E.
Identity/ies: N/A
Location: Paris, France
Organizing Committee: Co-chair, International Committee
DSA role(s): International Committee
DSA Experience: I have been a DSA member since 2015 and have supported striking workers,
housing rights campaigns, and social electoral candidates in my time with the organization.
Since 2018, I have served as co-chair of the International Committee, helping this long
standing body to reform itself to match the new reality and aspirations of DSA as an
organization. In this position, I am lucky to count on a decade of experience in international
political work, most recently as chief staff person responsible for UN and North America for the
Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung. In February 2019 I moved to Paris where I have continued to support
DSA, including by helping to host Maria Svart and David Duhalde on a recent delegation trip to
Brussels to meet with leaders from the European left.
Policies and demands for the next two years: As a multi-tendency organization, it behooves
DSA to prioritize a number of policies, demands, and campaigns that both speak to and
support different segments of our membership and our allies, as well as to focus in parallel on

different points in the short, middle, and further distance along the road to our shared,
democratic socialist horizon. With this in mind, and in no particular order:
Bernie Sanders’ primary/presidential campaign, because his 2016 campaign either began
or accelerated the radicalization of millions of people, and this time we have the chance to
teach even more people about our brand of democratic socialism, as well as to assist in
putting a committed, class-struggle social democrat in the White House.
Medicare for All, because it was prioritized in our 2017 Convention and we have made a
huge amount of progress over the past two years, with our goal now appearing more possible
than ever and our ongoing support crucial if it is to succeed.
Radical reform of our prison-security industrial complex, including the abolition of ICE
and an end to for-profit private prisons and prison slave labor, because it represents an ethical
abomination of which perhaps no country in the world is more guilty than the US, and is a key
tool used to perpetuate the institutional racism and white supremacy on which US capitalism
is founded, which any relevant socialist organization must strive to combat in its work.
Support for striking workers, because labor activism should also be core to the
functioning of a socialist organization, we prioritized this in 2017 and should continue our
good work, and because 2018 saw the return of strike power to national consciousness in the
US, including in rural and supposedly conservative states in which DSA should seek to develop
its work.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Johnathon M.
Identity/ies: White, cis-gendered, gay, not disabled, US born citizen
Location: Cheyenne, WY
Organizing Committee: SE Wyoming DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Acting currently as de facto chair and secretary in our OC, though not elected
and we act horizontally. I am part of committees for tenant organizing and a radical pride
event.
Policies and demands for the next two years: DSA should prioritize base building in its
chapters through training and resource sharing. An emphasis should be placed on organizing
workers, tenants, migrants, etc. We should be working to not only radicalize existing working
class institutions like trade unions, but also building entirely new institutions for and by the
working class.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Building capacity towards revolution by
meeting people's needs and improving their conditions now. Showing them what socialism is
through direct action and organizing rather than promises for after electoral victory.

Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I believe that national has put quite a bit of work
into Medicare for All and electoral organizing. However, I haven't seen any real progress on a
program or resources for labor organizing as a result of that particular priority. I've seen
chapters supporting strikes but I believe they would have done this regardless of the set
national priority. I don't believe the legislative and electoral fights to be effective ways to
battle capitalism and fascism. More should be done to organize unions and solidarity
networks and build working class institutions alternative to government programs. Focusing
so much on gaining momentum inside the bourgeois electoral system leaves too much to be
desired when attempting to build class consciousness in our communities. And our gains in
that system can also easily be erased which would not just demoralize people on the prospect
of improving our conditions but make them lose confidence in us as an organization.
Name: Yana L.
Identity/ies: I am a queer, cis white woman from a mixed class background. I have a chronic
illness.
Location: Laramie, WY
Organizing Committee: SE Wyoming DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I'm a pretty new member of DSA, so I do not have a lot of this experience to
inform my perspective. I'm applying in part in response to the request from longer standing
members to not just be sending straight white men. I have a LOT of experience in intentional
communities, consensus and group dynamics work that will inform what I bring to the table,
as well as other anti-racism and anti-police violence organizing.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Climate, anti-racism, and classism awareness
and how these three intersect is at the top of my list. I have a full set of policy
recommendations in my book on climate disruption that I'm happy to share if it is of use.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Shift the Overton window, draw voters to the
left, get some folks elected to continue to de-stigmatize the word socialism, make unions and
various "socialist lite" policies more mainstream, and have the backs of the most progressive
folks who have been elected. (To be transparent, I'm planning to run for US Senate as a
Democrat in this next election cycle. Those are my goals and ones I think DSA ought to share.)
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: It's a bit hard to tell since our Wyoming chapter is
very small and still in the formation stage. However, there has certainly been progress made
on these becoming more mainstream accepted, and we are going to be having conversations
in late May here in Wyoming about moving this state to the left... one piece of which is a
question of how all of our different groups (of which DSA is just one) relate to electoral politics.
Name: KC C.
Identity/ies: White, nonbinary, queer, temporarily able-bodied, born in US

Location: Salem, OR
Organizing Committee: Salem, OR
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Local work focuses primarily on developing organizing skills and working in
coalition with racial justice / immigrants' rights groups on statewide ballot measures, city
elections, and safety of marginalized groups during public actions. Emphasis on sharing
base-building and power mapping /campaign skills with comrades and coalition partners.
Co-authored bylaws for proposed regional and state DSA organizations with an emphasis on
supporting comrades in the pre-organizing committee phase. National work focuses on
developing a socialist politics of queer and trans solidarity, including sharing best practices
through writing for Build magazine and DSA Discussion Forums. Developed and published a
user-friendly database template to help chapters safely and effectively manage member data
and chapter operations.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: The role of a socialist organization in the United
States today is to be the home for the Left in this country. It must be a place where we can
sharpen our praxis through shared action and analysis. It must be a place where we can come
together in safety to breathe easy and relax, knowing that we are among others who share a
positive, socialist vision for the future. The organization is not The Movement in itself. Its
purpose is to provide an example for what working-class people can accomplish when we
organize and fight together, and in so doing, continue raising class consciousness and
teaching/learning skills for wielding power as a class. A socialist organization in the US needs
to provide consistent fuel to a growing, international Left movement. It needs to be a resource
for sharing knowledge and connecting different struggles. It must not become a structure into
which the working class must pour its time and energy, at the expense of fighting against
capitalists. As DSA members, we must make sure that our organization is well-equipped to
serve as a multiplier for the energy of the movement. A socialist organization needs to support
work from presidential elections to local school board elections, and from Medicare For All to
community gardening and tenant unions. We must preserve DSA's "big tent" so that all our
members can take meaningful action, and we must care for one another while we do this
work, so that we can maintain the energy to continue the work for years to come.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Evelyn G.
Identity/ies: Latina, Woman, Lesbian,Abled-Bodied,American
Location: Reno, NV
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I am part of the central Committee of my local DSA chapter in Reno.

Policies and demands for the next two years: Workers’ Rights
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Elliot L.
Identity/ies: white, cisgender, heterosexual, male
Location: Berkeley, CA
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I co-founded the UC Berkeley YDSA chapter, and was elected chair of the
chapter for the year 2018-2019. As chair, I helped organize our College for All Campaign,
organized student canvasses for Medicare for All, organized student campaigning for Jovanka
Beckles, helped organize Student-Labor Solidarity Coalitions to support AFSCME workers
during 3 of their strikes, organized students in support of the OEA teachers’ strike, developed
political educational materials for our chapter, and helped grow our membership by several
dozen. I have also participated in several East Bay DSA campaigns, such as canvassing for
Medicare for All and the Oakland teachers’ strike, and helped organize the National YDSA
Winter Conference which we hosted in Berkeley in February.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Socialists in the United States today have an
opportunity unprecedented in the past 40 years. With a newly resurgent militant rank-and-file
labor movement, a self-proclaimed democratic socialist running for President, and an
increasingly politicized youth which has seen its economic prospects dwindle since the 2008
crisis, we have the opportunity to lay the foundations for a mass socialist party, if we act
strategically.
Given these conditions, I think the primary tasks of DSA are: 1) to continue deepening our
organic connections to the rank-and-file labor movement through labor-solidarity work and
our rank-and-file initiative 2) to build an independent campaign for Bernie Sanders, to bring
hundreds of thousands of working-class people into DSA, and further develop the desire for
the massively popular social-democratic reforms Bernie champions into a strategic Marxist
analysis of the need to overcome capitalism altogether 3) to be at the forefront of the new
environmental movement fighting for a Green New Deal, by developing this program in an
explicitly socialist direction 4) to continue to urgently support the struggles for gender
equality, racial justice, and the abolition of patriarchy and white supremacy, and in doing so,
to unify the diverse working-class around a common socialist project.
In undertaking all of these tasks, we should also develop our political educational materials
and outlets to establish ourselves as a coherent force in public discourse. Finally, we should
work to develop YDSA cadre among the millions of college of students in this country who can
be mobilized around College for All, as well as all of the aforementioned projects, which

indebted working-class students will have an interest in fighting for. If we undertake these
tasks, DSA can increase 10-fold again in the next several years, and become a hegemonic
socialist party in the United States, fighting for the international socialist project.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Grant H.
Identity/ies: 25 years old, white, cisgender, male
Location: San Luis Obispo, CA
Organizing Committee: San Luis Obispo DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I am a member of the DSA San Luis Obispo (DSA SLO) Organizing Committee
and the DSA Libertarian Socialist Caucus. I am committed to the idea of a much more
horizontal DSA that works to support smaller chapters in ways the DSA currently does not. I
have campaigned in San Luis Obispo for Prop 10 in 2018, and am currently working with DSA
SLO and the SLO Housing for All Coalition to overturn the City of San Luis Obispo's overnight
parking ban, as it seeks to punish houseless and impoverished people for the mere crime of
their existence.
Policies and demands for the next two years: I believe that the DSA as an organization
should be focused primarily on base-building and ensuring that all of our chapters are as
strong as they can be. This would include building a stronger chapter creation pipeline, and
taking steps to provide a financial base of support so that smaller chapters in particular are
not forced into paying for all expenses out-of-pocket. Without a base of strong chapters across
the country, a mass socialist movement is simply not possible. The DSA should also keep
pushing for policies through national campaigns such as Medicare for All and the Green New
Deal. I believe that these ideas have momentum behind them and that the DSA can be a
driving force for seeing them come to fruition. Campaigns such as DSA Medicare for All are
vitally important and help to create a movement based around socialist values and ideas, not
individual politicians. We can take the successful model of DSA Medicare for All and apply it to
other key issues such as housing and internet access as human rights, working to ensure that
each person in the richest country in the history of the world at the very least meets a decent
standard of living. I also believe that the DSA can be a leading force in the fight against the
growing security state. The invasive and dystopian security state we live in has gone largely
unchecked and ignored within the mainstream with a few key exceptions. But I firmly believe
that the DSA can work to elevate the idea of dismantling the security state within the
mainstream. This would include advocating for abolishing the NSA, reducing the size of the
surveillance state down from 17 distinct entities, and calling for the the end of invasive data
collection programs such as PRISM.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A

Name: Chance S.
Identity/ies: I'm Asian-American. My father is an immigrant. Also, I am from a small chapter in
Oklahoma. The organizing committee I'm in does phenomenal work and has a lot to
contribute to the DSA. We helped feed teachers and impoverished students during the
Oklahoma teachers' strike. I believe that the other people in my organizing committee are
some of the most hard-working and courageous people in the country. I hope to give them a
voice and represent them well.
Location: Owasso, OK
Organizing Committee: Green Country DSA
DSA role(s): Democratic Socialists Labor Commission, National Electoral Committee,
Eco-Socialist Working Group and/or Blog, Socialist Forum, I signed up to join the Legal
Working Group and the Political Education Committee.
DSA Experience: I fed teachers and impoverished students during the historic Oklahoma
teachers’ strike. After the 2018 Nationwide Prison Strike, I helped create the Abolition Caucus
of the Green Country DSA. I was elected chair of this caucus. I have assisted with brake light
clinics, as well as lobbied the Oklahoma Legislature in support of ending cash bail and
enacting criminal justice reform. I have canvassed for multiple electoral candidates endorsed
by my local chapter. The most interesting candidate I helped was a Marxist economics
professor named Scott Carter who ran for the Tulsa Board of Education. He was endorsed by
AFT Local 6049— a union that represents public school support staff. He explicitly made his
campaign about supporting the working class. Another candidate I was excited to help was a
Native American woman named Ashley Nicole McCray who ran for a seat on the Oklahoma
Corporation Commission.
Policies and demands for the next two years: One policy that DSA should prioritize is
encouraging more coordinated abolition work, along with championing the cause of criminal
justice reform. It is no secret that our justice system serves the ruling class to the detriment of
the 99%. Morally, I think it is right that DSA makes criminal justice reform a national priority.
Many DSA members across the country are working hard on abolition and creating innovative
solutions to move our society towards justice. My state in particular needs help with the issue
of mass incarceration. Oklahoma is the prison capital of the planet. There is no place where
mass incarceration is a bigger problem than the place I live. A great man once said that
“justice too long delayed is justice denied,” so I believe the time to act is now. Secondly, we
should prioritize structural electoral reform. There is a lot of focus on individual candidates
and whether they are socialist enough or not. I think this is missing the forest for the trees. Our
electoral system makes it difficult for radical candidates to compete in any election, no matter
how amazing they are. I suggest supporting efforts to move to ranked choice voting and public
funding of elections. Structural reform could also include lowering the voting age to 16 and
making Election Day a federal holiday. Finally, I believe that ecosocialism is an important

demand to champion. I support highlighting this issue, not just because it is an urgent issue of
survival, but because it points the way towards a break with capitalism. Whenever I discuss
socialism with people I often bring up the issue of climate change. We cannot save the planet
under a system that profits from the destruction of the planet (i.e. capitalism).
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Stephanie F.
Identity/ies: Mixed race/white, cis heterosexual female
Location: Bakersfield, CA
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Comrades and myself have been working for the last several months to
establish a chapter in Kern County, an historically racist and volatile area filled with police
brutality, an ice prison, and heavy immigration population. We are not an official chapter yet
but we have had several successful public meetings.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Abolish the electoral college and the senate
because they are undemocratic, campaign finance regulation to keep big donations out,
Medicare for all.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Patrick A.
Identity/ies: Mexican-American
Location: Bakersfield, CA
Organizing Committee: DSA Kern County
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I helped start DSA Kern County with 5 other committed Democratic Socialists
and currently am on the interim steering committee as we get our bylaws figured out.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Ecosocialism and supporting smaller chapters.
The first is the only way to stop extinction, and the second is the front line for doing the first
part.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To build a new world in the shell of the old,
through mutual aid, electoralism, direct action, and political education.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: All of them have produced tangible results: the
idea of Medicare for all as a viable alternative to the current system, DSA members in elected
office, and closer ties to labor particularly during strike actions. A good start but they need to
be supported more directly in smaller and rural chapters.

Name: Caroline S.
Identity/ies: Chicana
Location: Bakersfield, CA
Organizing Committee: DSA Kern County
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I'm currently on the interim steering committee of DSA Kern County and
helped found our organizing committee.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Immigration reform and abolishing ICE. I am a
third grade teacher and my students are the children of migrant farm workers and many of
their parents have been deported or detained. My own parents were migrant farm workers,
too. It’s a scary feeling to know your family might be separated at a moment’s notice, and this
fear and uncertainty is entirely the result of economic interests like private prisons and
industrial-scale agriculture. I want to show my students that a better world is possible, and
end these amoral systems so my students can focus on achieving their full potential.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Lindsey B.
Identity/ies: White Pan cisgendered female, physically abled, mental disabilities (no
accommodations needed), US citizen.
Location: Tuscaloosa, AL
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I’ve been to a few meetings and a few activist events. That’s about it but I’d
like to do more. It’s hard when I work for a non-profit that won’t let me do politics on the clock
and am working on a second masters. Time is difficult. I’d love to see leadership running that
wants to make DSA more accessible in that way, too.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Healthcare and criminal justice.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To ensure that society has what it needs,
especially of that means fighting against them system.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I haven’t been involved enough to be able to
make an assessment.
Name: Paul K-D.
Identity/ies: white, male, cis, abled
Location: Northfield, MN
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): Eco-Socialist Working Group and/or Blog

DSA Experience: I joined DSA in the spring of 2017 and founded the YDSA chapter at Carleton
College. Along with my current organizing with the base-building group Cooperation
Northfield, I occasionally work with the Twin Cities DSA Ecosocialists.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: The role and purpose of a socialist organization
in the U.S. is to help build an independent, sustainable, and growing left movement that will
have the power to truly challenge the status quo. To this end, building labor unions, tenant
unions, and other independent institutions are critical.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Ben P.
Identity/ies: I am a blue collar wage laborer
Location: Bakersfield, CA
Organizing Committee: DSA Kern County
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I helped start the chapter here in Kern County with 5 others. We’re very new
and inexperienced, but we’ve built this and are growing it and growing with it.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Worker outreach
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To build a sustainable and effective leftist
movement through the working class that can facilitate the creation of a more just society.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: They’ve been mostly effective campaigns and I
might not have joined DSA if they hadn’t been. And I can’t imagine I’m the only one with that
particular disposition. The effectiveness of these campaigns has grown the organization and
helped shift public opinion in favor of these policies, so that is progress. A lot still needs to be
done, obviously, but the optimistic part of me wants to believe this is helping and will
continue to help.
Name: Vincent V.
Identity/ies: White, straight, male, age 77. But, not sure how important any of them are to
being a Socialist.
Location: Salem, OR
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): Just an old time Socialist looking to get involved again. Last time out was during
the anti-war movement!
DSA Experience: Only been a member for a few months, just starting to get my feet wet.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Socialist unity. We should not be an
organization of 'special pleaders' with each relatively small group focusing on its single issue.
We need an overall unifying Socialist program.

Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To develop and implement that larger Socialist
agenda for all Americans.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: One more time. Socialist unity. Mutual support
for Socialist solutions to a wide range of issues but as a single, distinctly Socialist program. Ya,
I answered all three questions.....
Name: Derek S.
Identity/ies: He / him
Location: Bend, OR
Organizing Committee: Central Oregon DSA
DSA role(s): Facilitator / host of weekly meetings and membership drives.
DSA Experience: I have run in three local elections ( unsuccessfully) worked to build our local
DSA chapter, starting two years ago and then after a hiatus for the group, firing back up with
weekly meetings of 8-12 people, getting involved with phone banks, door to door canvassing,
community outreach ( campus clean ups, local non-profit radio fundraising assistance as the
Central Oregon member of the DSA). And we hosted the largest Bernie kick off in the area just
last Saturday, with over 40 attendees.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Income inequality; Overturning Citizens
United; Supporting progressive candidates, not the corporate backed swill we have been fed
for decades. With the energy experienced since the 2018 house flip, I would say we need to
work to continue that as well as fostering candidates like AOC, Ilhan Omar and Rashida Tlaib.
Lets flip the Senate and get the obstructionist treason weasels like McConnell out!
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Carl D.
Identity/ies: Cherokee indigenous
Location: Quincy, MA
Organizing Committee: Not yet South Shore of Boston
DSA role(s): Religious Socialism Commission and/or Blog, Eco-Socialist Working Group and/or
Blog.
DSA Experience: Ecosocialism Boston and helping to pull together the South Shore
Massachusetts meetings. Worked no the initiation of the Massachusetts state wide
committee (now mostly for incorporation purposes, it may develop.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Green New Deal and Medicare for all and
having better relations with people of color (including Indigenous.)
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To build coalitions against the right and
develop socialist understanding in the struggle.

Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Good on electoral work, and in coalition with
others good on Medicare for all. We do some good work on Labor in Boston but it is nascent.
Name: Chance W.
Identity/ies: white man
Location: San Marcos, TX
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): Democratic Socialists Labor Commission, Medicare for All Committee,
Eco-Socialist Working Group and/or Blog, The Activist, YDSA National Bernie Campaign
Committee, YDSA National Labor Committee, DSLC Steering Committee.
DSA Experience: Since 2016 I've organized YDSA chapters while attending Hays HS, The
University of Texas at San Antonio, and Texas State University. I've also helped students start
YDSA chapters at other high schools in the Texas Hill Country and universities and community
colleges in Central and South Texas. I served three terms on San Antonio DSA's Steering
Committee and as an electoral coordinator for the chapter. As a member of YDSA's National
Labor Committee I co-authored our first campus labor guide, helped develop our strategy to
get young socialists into rank and file union jobs, and served as YDSA's rep on the DSLC
Steering Committee. I've organized as an open socialist member of Students for Justice in
Palestine, United Students Against Sweatshops, Students United for Planned Parenthood,
Young Active Labor Leaders, TSEU-CWA Local 6186, San Antonio 4 Ferguson (Black Lives
Matter), and as a union salt in the restaurant industry. My ultimate goal is to recruit legendary
NBA coach Gregg Popovich to DSA.
Policies and demands for the next two years: DSA will be strongest in advancing our goal of
economic, gender, and racial justice if we advance demands that not only benefit the majority
of working people, but encourage our conscious organization as a unified class engaging in
concrete fights for structural reform. There is no argument, magazine article, book, podcast,
tweet, or spicy meme that will transform a demoralized, fractured, and deeply divided
American working class into a social agent strong enough to achieve major reforms, let alone
revolution or deeper transformation. Only when exploited people take a demand up as our
own, struggle to build unity across divisions created by sexism, racism, and other forms of
discrimination, and fight together to extract that demand from organized capitalists will
workers realize solidarity is our most powerful weapon and source of power. DSA members
and radicals in general are going to be, at least for the foreseeable future, a tiny minority
within the wider working class movement and thus we need to soberly assess what demands
are going to contribute to, not just a popular platform, but to self-organization of workers for
our common interest as opposed to the interests of capital. DSA needs to make a commitment
to advancing demands like Medicare for All, a Green New Deal, union organization and
democracy, dismantling mass surveillance, policing, and incarceration, equal rights and
citizenship for the undocumented, demilitarization of our neighborhoods, schools, border,

economy, and diplomacy, high quality and culturally enriching education for all free of charge,
genuine equality for LGBT people facing housing, medical, and job discrimination,
self-determination for US colonies, full reproductive services including abortion, guaranteed
incomes and care to provide security for children, the disabled, and the retired, an end to
wasteful and murderous wars abroad, public regulation and ownership of finance, and the
right to vote, strike, and throw eggs at Jeff Bezos.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Class consciousness always develops unevenly,
after all workers cannot make revolution everyday. The willingness to take bold action in
defense of one's class interest develops over a lifetime of struggles, victories, and yes, defeats.
So long as periods of militant struggle are episodic, geographically separated, and temporary
it will be near impossible for a class consisting of hundreds of millions of people spread across
an entire continent to draw the appropriate conclusions, remember the necessary lessons,
and carry them over to future struggles which may take place far away, both in place and time,
from the last upsurge. No one person can develop all the necessary skills, all the means of
effective communication, all the understanding of local circumstances, and all the
accumulated knowledge of past struggles, that will be required to wage a successful struggle
against all the combined resources of the wealthiest ruling class in the history of human
civilization.
But, socialist organizations bringing together thousands of the most conscious, dedicated,
and experienced workers can serve as the collective memory of the workers movement. With
organization we can pass on the lessons of past struggles, develop the talents of new leaders,
support bold actions that incur significant risk, and establish a division of labor that
maximizes the impact of our limited time and resources, and essentially save every new
struggle from having to reinvent the wheel. In DSA our work is still largely disconnected both
geographically and by issue. DSA needs to develop robust methods of internal communication
such as mobilizer networks, political education that draws from lessons learned from a wide
variety of different struggles in different locations and covering different issues, as well as a
middle layer of regional organization that allows chapters to communicate and divide up the
labor of helping organize areas outside urban centers.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Medicare for All - Many chapters have run strong
local Medicare for All campaigns and our national Medicare for All Campaign is probably the
best organized of all our major initiatives, especially when it comes to developing organic
leaders from the chapter level and providing them with the necessary skills and material.
However our ability to achieve this key demand is severely limited by our organization's
disconnected nature. In order to achieve M4A we need to run congressional campaigns in
districts covering areas far larger than any local and we need to enlist the help of working class
organizations like unions that represent millions of people. As our principal demand a strategy

for achieving M4A needs to integrated into every level of our community, electoral, and labor
work.
Electoral - DSA's tactic of running and supporting Democratic Socialists on the democratic
ballot line has been hugely successful in getting the socialist movement out from the state of
total political irrelevance it found itself in over the last 70 years. In the long run the democratic
party with its undemocratic structure and billionaire sponsors will never be the agent of
socialist transformation. However, an independent working class party capable of winning
major elections is nowhere on the immediate horizon. If we wish to ever break from the
democratic party we will need to develop a far deeper bench of candidates, along with larger
and more ambitious electoral mobilizations capable of holding DSA candidates accountable
to their promises.
Labor - There are a number of union members, staffers, and activists in DSA who daily are
doing inspiring and courageous work in and around the labor movement. The DSLC has
produced indispensable educational resources and pamphlets like "Why Socialists Should
Become Teachers" co-produced with YDSA and an upcoming similar pamphlet about nurses.
However, again our work in this key (in many ways THE key) area has suffered due to a lack of
a unified national strategy and a reliance on voluntarism. DSA ought to hold an organizational
wide debate on our approach to the labor movement, an in-person conference of labor active
members to finalize a strategic plan, and at least two full time staffers to help an expanded
DSLC carry it out.
Name: ana m.
Identity/ies: Mixed race white passing, non-cis queer person. I am a criminalized sex worker
with US citizenship.
Location: Las Vegas, NV
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): Socialist Feminist Working Group, Build Dsa Publication.
DSA Experience: I was a co-author on Resolution 33 and helped build and implement DSA’s
first national harassment policy. I have also worked extensively on organizing and advocating
for sex workers in the org. I am currently assisting with writing a resolution to endorse the full
decriminalization of sex work.
Policies and demands for the next two years: As a criminalized sex worker I know how
imperative it is for the org to prioritize sex workers’ rights and issues related to sexual labor.
With the passing of FOSTA/SESTA last year, the sex work community has witnessed an upsurge
in violence and an increase in trafficking. Now more than ever sex workers need solidarity and
support from DSA. Starting with the endorsement of decriminalization and the denouncement
of FOSTA/SESTA, the organization can begin to repair relationships and build vital bridges

between DSA members and local sex worker-led organizing efforts. Working in coalition with
sex worker orgs is necessary for building collective worker power, and will inevitably facilitate
members to get involved with intersecting issues including housing and racial justice, health
justice, prison abolition, anti-sexual violence work, LGBTQIA rights, and disability rights. As of
right now DSA has no official stance on sex work or sex workers. There are many of us who
have had to continually carve out spaces for ourselves and our communities outside of DSA in
order to continue organizing due to these conflicts. It is my hope that in the next two years the
DSA can take steps to create a more inclusive space where sex workers and their allies are
empowered to mobilize and collaborate on a wide range of organizing projects.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Beverly V.
Identity/ies: White, cisgender woman, bisexual, able bodied, originally from the united states.
Location: Bend, OR
Organizing Committee: Central Oregon DSA
DSA role(s): Socialist Feminist Working Group
DSA Experience: I spearheaded the formation of a local DSA organizing committee because I
believed Central Oregon needed a political voice for leftist organizing. I haven't held any
elected positions, though I served as president of my campus AAUW. This last election I
campaigned for Jamie McCloud-Skinner for congress, No on Oregon Measures 103
(antisanctuary bill) and no on 106 (abortion access restriction).
Policies and demands for the next two years: Issues that should be championed nationally,
and are especially important in Oregon, include Medicare for all, labor organizing, abolishing
ICE, police reform, and free public college for all. As a woman, access to reproductive
healthcare seems to be increasingly restricted and must be a comprehensive part of
healthcare reform. I've seen the ways that ICE works in tandem with local police to target and
brutalize communities of color and subvert our state sanctuary laws. In addition, the rise of
white nationalism and racist violence must be condemned and countered. Access to a free
college education improves the lives of individuals as well as society. A lifetime of debt due to
attending college is immoral and an ultimately crippling economic barrier. Having an
educated and economically secure populace is crucial for a healthy society.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Ajmal A.
Identity/ies: working-class, first generation US-citizen, Afghan
Location: Blacksburg, VA
Organizing Committee: N/A

DSA role(s): The Stacks, YDSA NCC- National Co-Chair
DSA Experience: After joining DSA, I started the YDSA chapter at Virginia Tech and chaired it
for it's first year. After chairing my YDSA chapter, I ran for YDSA's NCC co-chair position, and
was re-elected again at the last YDSA summer convention. Prior to my second election, several
comrades and I developed the College For All campaign, introduced the rank-and-file strategy
for YDSA'ers to get union jobs, and preparing YDSA for Bernie 2020. These resolutions we put
forward has put YDSA in a very strategic position for us as an organization and has expanded
the fields of work we engage with. Since being elected as national co-chair, I've overseen the
administration and policy of YDSA, helped YDSA grow from 12 chapters to 68+, chaired the
second winter conference committee, and am on the College For All and Labor
subcommittees. I also write for The Stacks, DSA's political education newsletter.
Policies and demands for the next two years: DSA should be prioritizing a federal Green New
Deal, including local campaigns to put energy and utility companies under municipal
democratic control. We know the earth is dying, we know we have 12 years left to only do
damage control, and we need to fight for power within whatever capacity we have so that we
can one day reverse the environmental catastrophe caused by capitalism’s climate change.
We should also prioritize intervening within the labor movement through a rank-and-file
strategy, and other ways to support democratic trade unionism. Labor is the cause of the
world, and if we can’t successfully organize workers, the very vehicle that will bring socialism,
everything else is an abstract talking point. Along with supporting a rank-and-file strategy, we
should also figure out what it means to organize where the labor movement has yet to win
America, like Amazon, Walmart, and other logistics/service industry jobs that are crucial to
bring into the fold of the labor movement. We should also of course continue our Medicare For
All campaign, our most successful campaign we’ve worked on. As much as I love Medicare For
All, I do want to see more resources and energy spent on the campaigns and policies I’ve
mentioned above too. I also don’t want to just confine DSA to only working on what I’ve
mentioned and continuing Medicare For All, and think that we should be open to other
campaigns as well, especially figuring out what principled anti-imperialism and anti-racist
work looks like for us, and I look forward to fleshing that out alongside other comrades who
are passionate about those issues.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: The role and purpose of a socialist organization
in the US today is to politically intervene in society to the greatest extent possible. This means
that where we have connections and power in the labor movement, control seats within the
state, or local municipalities, and have people and students within campaign like Medicare
and College For All, that we can push them to their greatest leverage to not only win demands
from the capitalist class, but also build a mass movement. Without a mass movement, and
bringing the larger working class into our organization, we suffer a tremendous loss, not only
of the diversification we need, but also the insight and knowledge that comes with it too.

While DSA is mostly male, white, college educated but downwardly mobile, we need to make it
so that socialist organization also takes in the broader more diverse elements of the working
class, and I believe we do that by making our campaign work purposefully targeted to do that.
We do that by canvassing for candidates in working-class neighborhoods, by fighting for
universal demands that emphasize the particular ones within and outside of them to wholly
realize them, and more. Socialist organization in the US is to of course, also win socialism. We
need a road to power, and we need to encourage debate within our organization on
collectively forging one together, not only to create buy-in, but through a democratic process
that empowers members. Without these things, socialism will revert back to a tepid cultural
movement for the current political moment in our country. It's up to us to make it so that we
break beyond the envelope of possibility to make socialist organizing finally win the better
world we're always talking about.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I believe that the work we've done for these three
campaigns have been rather well, especially with regards to Medicare For All. I do believe
though that with hiring an organizer for our Bernie campaign, that we are doing it justice, but
that the DSLC needs a staffer too. We need to have more infrastructure in place nationally so
that our committees can carry their work out, and so that chapters have the assistance from
national too. In terms of publicity, our electoral organizing has served to be a beacon for DSA
nationally, with our electeds serving as tribunes for socialism, but what makes them strong is
also that we have other campaigns and priorities that are reflected through their platforms,
and shows how well all three of our priorities work together, even if one has more national
spotlight than the other. Of course, the one with the least spotlight is the DSLC, but through
the amazing strike solidarity work they've carried out with DSA chapters, connecting
rank-and-file union members across the nation, specifically teachers to help create the
national strike-wave, and more, the DSLC is doing a lot of grunt work that they should be
commended for and goes unseen. We need to make it so that all of our work is fully realized,
and as I mentioned, provide more infrastructure and resources in place for these committees
so that they can become even more successful, along with new priorities and campaigns
alongside them.
Name: Valerie U.
Identity/ies: White non-binary pansexual US citizen with no disabilities.
Location: Bakersfield, CA
Organizing Committee: DSA Kern County
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I'm a member of the steering committee for DSA Kern County. We are just
getting started this year and so this is all pretty new to me.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A

Purpose and role of a socialist organization: I became involved in DSA because my
experiences growing up between the Middle East and United States greatly impacted my
worldview. As a perpetual outsider, despite holding national citizenship, I have been so
disheartened by the actions of both Democrats and Republicans in domestic and foreign
policy. Capitalism and imperialism have destroyed the fabric of society, from foreign wars to
the disgusting for-profit medical and prison systems. I'm sick of US dollars being turned into
weapons to be used against my Palestinian friends. It is imperative we as Socialists provide an
alternative to the current power structure where corporate interests buy politics and wield
their power in the form of war and violence. We have to help people break out from the status
quo and show them that these things we all need like unions, free tuition, free healthcare, fair
taxes on the rich and on corporations are not unattainable dreams but are the only sane way
forward as a society. We have to rewrite the image of Socialism as a positive, empowering
force and then drive change through new policy for healthcare, for education, for the
environment, for racial equality, for defunding war and replacing it with diplomacy. To me
these things are life and death, and I see the role of DSA as ushering a new chapter of hope.
Not the broken American dream that only ever worked for a few of us, but a real dream that
lifts up all of us.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Jess K.
Identity/ies: N/A
Location: Manhattan, KS
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): Medicare for All Committee
DSA Experience: I work in KS in local policy initiatives around Medicaid Expansion/Health
Justice, Rental Advocacy, and Racial Justice in Policing. Up until this point, I have worked
autonomously as a DSA member without a chapter. Recently, I have been able to connect with
fellow organizers in DSA Lawrence and KC allowing us to strengthen a midwest statewide
network, and to build a space for an explicitly socialist agenda in our region. My ability to
connect with National DSA, namely at the convention, will be essential to carrying out a
strategy and vision for radical engagement in spaces with burgeoning movements to
reorganize power in favor of working class people.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Our project, if we are invested in seeing
resolution to community problems, is to challenge the conditions which bind us to the world
as it is, versus the world as it ought to be. I believe the role of a socialist organization in the US
is explicitly engage others in this work. We are quite good at articulating problems, and we
exist in a moment where we can name the outcomes of a history of violence. But like our
socialist siblings that came before us, we must also must grapple with the challenge of

changing the world. There is nothing natural about the way we’ve come to know our spaces.
Our communities are not immune to the injustices of the world and neither are we. But our
socialist history has told us-- it’s regular people, working together, to build power, to
transform their communities. We start with this belief that change is possible, and we tap into
a collective imaginary that conditions might be other than they are. Socialists are all
community builders, community organizers, and community changers. If I have learned
anything in my experiences as a community organizer, it’s that we don’t show up to this work
fully formed-- we must create opportunities for others to engage because experience is the
experience that will galvanized how both history and imagination could mobilize people to
engage in an act of blind faith to change the conditions of this world such that an oppression
that existed yesterday as a barrier to freedom and emancipation, quite literally will not exist
today. Socialists tap into some essential human qualities that make the power of collective
action and our ability to transform our communities possible. We are curious. We seek to
understand our world. We dream, and that act of imagination is instructive to the process of
building a better world. We are compelled to engage with others-- and it is in the act of
working together to change the world, that we radically come to know ourselves. The role of a
Socialist Organization is to capture this potential.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Patrick T.
Identity/ies: White, male, straight, able bodied, American
Location: Rogersville, AL
Organizing Committee: North Alabama DSA
DSA role(s): Eco-Socialist Working Group and/or Blog
DSA Experience: Organizing committee in North Alabama DSA, homeless construction project
with North Alabama DSA, media and promotion committee in University of Alabama YDSA.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Organizing committee in North Alabama DSA,
homeless construction project with North Alabama DSA, media and promotion committee in
University of Alabama YDSA.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Sierra S.
Identity/ies: white,woman,bi-sexual
Location: Baton Rouge, LA
Organizing Committee: Baton Rouge DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I am a co-chair for the Baton Rouge OC's Communications Committee. I have
been active in our Medicare for All campaign, tabling and canvassing. We have done some park

clean ups that I've been a part of. I am active in our mutual aid, healthcare, and
communications committees.
Policies and demands for the next two years: I believe we should focus on Labor issues and
continue with Medicare for All because they impact us all. My chapter is in Louisiana and I
would like us to plug into ecosocialism work more.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Nandini B.
Identity/ies: Asian, immigrant, queer
Location: Fort Worth, TX
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I organize regularly with the media working group of the Bronx/Uptown
Manhattan chapter, of which I am still a member, and which I inadvertently helped found.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Public banking (paired with universal
legalization of marijuana and sentencing reform), Medicare For All, and labor rights.
The corrosive nature of capitalism makes itself felt daily in the lives of POC. Black and brown
men have been locked up for 10, 20, 30, 40 years for possessing a dime bag in 1975. Since
commercial banks - which helped cause the 2008 recession, from which Millennials have not
recovered, and due to which millions lost savings and pensions - decline to accept revenue
from marijuana businesses, DSA should make a concerted effort to push for public banking,
which can be run through the post office. We don’t need commercial banks to change the lives
of POC. But crucial to any effort that legalizes weed is sentencing reform. We would be terribly
remiss if we did not push our judges and elected officials to free non-violent inmates whose
only crime was selling drugs in order to avoid poverty, hunger, and/or homelessness.
Medicare For All is a bare minimum requirement for any leftist campaign. We are the only
industrialized nation on Earth that does not offer universal health coverage to its citizens.
People die needlessly each year because they cannot afford drugs like insulin; those who do
not die are buried alive in an ever-increasing mountain of medical debt. The craven insurance
industry and pharmaceutical companies, as part of M4A, must be brought to heel. We must
push for the healthcare industry to become non-profit, and eliminate waste and overhead in
hospitals. If we do not secure M4A as law, we are sentencing ourselves to a future that will not
be able to sustain itself past a few generations.
Labor rights have always been endangered in America. Vile racists like Vance Muse developed
and passed right-to-work laws across the nation, and as a result teachers, for example, in
Texas do not have the right to go on strike. Every week a publication goes under, due to
mismanagement and carelessness from profit-hungry owners. Countless friends and
comrades have lost editorial employment because they dared to unionize. Uber, Lyft, and

Task Rabbit have built massive fortunes while exploiting their workers, who can only find work
in the gig economy. Unless we unequivocally push for the revitalisation of workers’ rights, we
cannot call ourselves a socialist organization.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To educate the masses about the value of
worker-owned businesses. To teach young people that fascism must be given no quarter. To
take care of the elderly and the sick with the respect they deserve. To work without cease on
causing no further damage to the environment. To fight back against institutional racism,
police brutality, inequality, and marginalisation of protected groups whenever and wherever
abuse occurs. To restore America to workers, not bosses. To put people over profits. To
protect the vulnerable from ICE and CBP. To inspire comrades everywhere to run for local
office, because change never comes from the top. It must be built at the bottom and rise like a
tide till it washes away old power structures and makes room for equality.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: M4A appears to have the best progress, probably
because of the policy’s significant popularity across the country, and its repeated use by
candidates running for President. As long as we persist in canvassing, educating ordinary
folks, and haranguing elected officials to adopt this policy, we can do great things. Labor’s
progress seems more grey to me, although there is currently on the floor of the House a bill
called the Pro Act that would, among other things, ban right to work laws and legalize strikes
across all industries. If DSA reads the bill - which has the support of senior centrist Democrats
like Chuck Schumer and Nancy Pelosi, not to mention democratic socialists like AOC and Ilhan
Omar - and can ascertain its value to a future that prioritizes workers over bosses, then we
should immediately organize a phone bank campaign so our elected officials hear our fervent
support for the bill. I’m a teacher in Texas, and daily I knock against problems that cannot be
resolved without a union at my back.
Electoral organizing appears successful in some areas, but is weaker throughout the country.
States like Tennessee, Florida, Texas, and Alabama need a severe influx of socialists running
for office. My suggestion would be to organize with YDSA chapters in these states because, to
borrow a phrase, the children are the future. Nowhere do I find more hope than in the words
and ideas of socialist teenagers. And if we can get them to run for office, we have a real shot at
changing the way this country is governed.
Name: Arthur F.
Identity/ies: nothing special
Location: Kalispell, MT
Organizing Committee: Not formally but involved with Montana DSA and Glacier DSA
(pre-org)
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Delegate to 2017 convention

Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare for All, $15 minimum wage, political
reform and democracy. I think DSA should be involved with issues that directly help the
working class of this country to get its image out there and inspire more people to join.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: A socialist organization exists to represent the
multi-ethnic working class, regardless of gender, abilities, ages etc. The capitalist class is
already very well over-represented, we are here to be a voice for the 99%, in the inter-related
struggles for immediate reforms in both foreign and domestic policies and to establish a
socialist commonwealth in the long run.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I think DSA has done a good job overall but a lot
of time has also gone down the drain due to interpersonal squabbling and administrative
growing pains. If I am chosen a a delegate I will be a voice for the membership and dedicate
myself to the interests of the people who elected me rather than pushing any personal
aggrandizement. As the saying goes, Not Me, Us. Solidarity!
Name: David R.
Identity/ies: White male
Location: DeKalb, IL
Organizing Committee: Northern Illinois OC
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Organized Northern IL DSA OC after organizing Bernie 2016 in area (highest
percentage county in state-67%); sent volunteers to Clinton Co IA 6 mos-won; DSA member
since '82; two terms on NEC- 80's, 90's. 20 yrs Bd- In These Times; recently retired union
organizer (40 years); Eugene V Debs Foundation, Mother Jones Heritage Project.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: My assessment is that the organization's progress
in these areas is mixed. In electoral organizing, I think we've made real strides in local races
based on reports I've seen (e.g. Chicago) and our own experiences locally (a county board race
and school board election).This is understandable in that we can be more responsive in a local
environment and actually have a real impact with the resources we currently have. In Chicago,
for example, gentrification and housing issues coupled with a militant labor scene have
provided opportunities after years of corporate subservience by the previous City
administration. We've had a slower start around Medicare for All in developing a cohesive
grass roots program on an issue we should own. When people look to us they judge us by our
actions, not just our words. If socialists are the ones leading Medicare for All, some folks will
naturally think "well I must be a socialist." Not to worry, though, no one else has figured out a
complete strategy either. Labor is more long term. As our activists sharpen their organizing
skills and experiences by various campaigns, they will bring the capacity they are building as
the inevitable opportunities arise. Actually very pleased with DSA's overall progress.

Name: Robert C.
Identity/ies: Native (Choctaw-Apache Community of Ebarb)
Location: Many, LA
Organizing Committee: No, but I plan to get involved with Southwest Louisiana when I move
to Lake Charles in Fall 2019
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Socialist for 20 years; member of DSA for two. Attended regional
preconvention meeting. Sometimes participate in Dallas-Fort Worth/ North Texas events as I
previously attended University of Texas Arlington.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Ecosocialism; supporting grassroots and labor
struggles.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To lift the socialist movement from obscurity to
the mainstream.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Uneven between them and in/between different
regions. The Electoral victories have done wonders for visibility of the organization and
popularization of ideas. The labor work has been topnotch, although less visible. Medicare for
All was already immensely popular following the Bernie campaign. It was a meaningful
priority, but would have been strengthened by a clearer comprehensive strategy.
Name: Nick W.
Identity/ies: Queer, working class
Location: Mishawaka, IN
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Worked with Northern Indiana DSA heavily before enrolling in a masters
program. No longer able to be involved with the chapter as my location shifts a lot.
Policies and demands for the next two years: 1. Medicare for all, because it has a huge effect
on people in a very immediate sense. 2. A strong foreign policy. DSA is weak in the
department, and that needs to be remedied. We have the opportunity to educate people and
possibly even shift the conversation. Socialism is a global struggle, this is essential.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Creating grassroots power, working to rebuild
the power of unions. There are a number of ways to do this.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I think we’ve made attempts at all three... but I
don’t think they’ve been particularly successful.
Name: Ashley D.
Identity/ies: Native American/Black/White, female, bisexual, USA
Location: Madison, AL

Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: N/A
Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare for all. Vital to all sides of political
spectrum and vastly popular.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Chandlar W.
Identity/ies: White, non-binary (they/them) person
Location: Hattiesburg, MS
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I have held a leadership role in organizing the DSA local in Southern
Mississippi.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare For All, climate change, reversing
negative effects of SESTA/FOSTA, housing crisis & public transportation.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Javier C. L.
Identity/ies: Puerto Rican, Bisexual, Autistic, Latino
Location: San Juan, Puerto Rico
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Don't have any.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Puerto Rico Hurricane Relief Program, Puerto
Rico Civil Rights, Latino Civil Rights, LGBT+ Civil Rights.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To bring left leaning to center parties into line
with true progressive, liberal policies that the country needs NOW. For our youth, all minority
groups, and the general population. This needs to be an organization for all.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Have made great progress during and after 2018
midterms, but now need to focus on the most attainable goals while laying groundwork for
other future policies. We must demand change now.
Name: Will H.
Identity/ies: I don't think my identity is important at all but I am a 49yr old white male that
has been happily married for 24 years and has one adult son.
Location: Reno, NV

Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): I am a trained volunteer with Protect Our Winters(POW). I am also a building
Union Rep for Washoe Education Association(WEA).
DSA Experience: Universal Health Care, Climate change and education. Those are the things
that I believe impact us the most. I also believe these are the areas we can impact to do the
best, for the most.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Universal Health Care, Climate change and
education. Those are the things that I believe impact us the most. I also believe these are the
areas we can impact to do the best, for the most.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: The role and purpose should be to advance our
platform and create policies that impact the most, the best.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: While I think it is great to shine a light on these
issues, I think the challenge to actually affect change is the biggest opportunity for
improvement for DSA. This will take more than talk and will require that we work across party
lines.
Name: Christopher C.
Identity/ies: Yet another Straight White Male
Location: Juneau, AK
Organizing Committee: No, but I am the president of my local union and a board member of
the state affiliate.
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I have had little direct involvement thus far in the DSA but I am an avid
advocate for socialist policy and am the president of a Union of 350 members, and sit on the
board of directors for the state affiliate which has about 8500 members.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare for All. Healthcare is broken in this
country and has reached a crisis point. Healthcare reform as a policy issue is not only easy to
understand because, afterall, it eventually affects us all, but is also an excellent starting point
for seeing the need for collectivism, and freeing people of the capitalistic "I got mine" mindset.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To quite literally save the planet.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Considering it's current membership levels, that
the DSA is not only one of the loudest voices around but is clear, convincing and sensible, is
nothing short of miraculous. The DSA is making a huge difference and I am humbled and
grateful for what has been accomplished thus far.
Name: Russell P.
Identity/ies: White cis male, native-born U.S., 35
Location: Tifton, GA
Organizing Committee: N/A

DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I am active in the South Georgia Immigrant Support Network and am a
coordinator for Casa Colibri, engaging in solidarity work with detained people and their
families at Irwin Detention Center. I am also an educator and a historian.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Abolish ICE. End Immigrant Detention. Open
Borders. End Mass Incarceration. As socialists we are internationalists. We are also anti-racist.
The politics of this country right now are moving in many directions at the same time.
Xenophobia and racism have emerged as an organizing principle for sections of U.S. politics.
An inclusive, internationalist impulse is also present - including in the rural South. There are
many people somewhere in the middle. Organizing among and working in solidarity with
migrant communities in the U.S., in and outside of detention, and building cross-border
alliances is key to shifting the debate and changing policy.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: DSA should be committed to building the social
movements capable of transforming the U.S., and, in particular, to being an active part of a
socialist subculture in these movements and on a broader international Left. I think that
electoral strategies are only one part of this broader goal, but I am skeptical of the Democratic
Party. DSA activists have been and are in the forefront of clinic defenses, immigrant solidarity,
and other protest movements. This must continue. And organizing in the U.S. South must be a
central part of that project.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: We are living in a moment in the U.S. where
socialism is, for the first time in a century, not a "dirty word." The DSA's ability to tap into to
what one activist called the "left wing of the possible" with slogans such as "Medicare for All"
is part of that broader shift. Ilhan Omar, Bernie, and AOC are household names. The recent
wave of teachers' struggles has put the strike back on the agenda. Mobilizing at the ballot box
and on the picket line is key the struggle for reform. It is also key, in the long term, to the fight
for a socialist future.
Name: John D.
Identity/ies: I am a Democratic Socialist
Location: Brattleboro, VT
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I have been a State Delegate for Sanders and Welch in the Democratic Party
and am looking to expand my experience for the DSA.
Policies and demands for the next two years: The Citizens United decision is devastating; we
must remove money from the electoral process. Privatization of prisons, and the overuse of
prisons in general, must end. Income inequality, student debt, private healthcare, and
institutionalized racism puts the worker and their families at risk; these burdens are placed
unnecessarily and must be ended. America must reconsider its policing - better training, equal

treatment, and local commitment to community is required and needs proper funding. The
DSA must stridently continue its work in creating and energy policy that is 100% carbon-free.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To educate what Democratic Socialism means,
to help create meaningful policy that supports the worker and traditionally disempowered
people, to bring forth immediate energy policies that are 100% carbon-free.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: As a hopeful At-Large Delegate, I will gently
decline answering this question until I learn more. I will not give my opinion on things I know
little of.
Name: Joshua G.
Identity/ies: white male, heterosexual, us citizen, normally able
Location: Frankfort, KY
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I have been active in the Lexington DSA meeting.
Policies and demands for the next two years: $15 minimum wage and equal rights
amendment.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To combat income inequality in gradual
obtainable steps by taking the stigma away from the label socialist. Draw on past socialist
programs as talking points like the new deal Medicaid civil rights law and social security and
Wagner act.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I'm unaware of any real progress on those issues.
Right to work is spreading, Medicare for all is in its infancy, and I am unaware of any organizing
of the electorate.
Name: Kristoffer R.
Identity/ies: Caucasian, Male, Gay, Able-bodied, American, HIV-positive
Location: Winterville, NC
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I helped with establishing the Young Democratic Socialists at East Carolina
University. The experience was easy, but also very guided with the national organization. I’ve
been involved with the Piedmont NC DSA region, and received their endorsement for my 2018
NC House election (won 40% of the vote).
Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare-for-All; this is important to me as an
HIV-positive person. My medication costs $41,000 a year without insurance. I’ll turn 26 next
year and be kicked off my mom’s health insurance. There aren’t people across the country
that face very difficult situations as it involves access to life-saving treatment and we need to
remember these folks.

Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Change the conversation. Shake the
establishment. Coordinate with people across the nation to engage in direct-action that
shapes the nation and its politics.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I believe the organization has done well with
these priorities, but believe Medicare for All needs much bigger push with legislation in the
House. I believe our electoral organizing could be more consistent and direct as well, and I
believe that we are going in that direction.
Name: Aaron B.
Identity/ies: White, non-binary, bisexual, able, American
Location: Sunman, IN
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I briefly held the position of LGBTQIA Caucus Chair in Cincinnati DSA before
resigning due to personal reasons.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To build a movement capable of overthrowing
capitalism, and bringing about worker ownership of the means of production.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Joshua M.
Identity/ies: Caucasian, male, straight, uber/lyft driver/jack of all trades, from Farmington
New Mexico originally, experience in non-profit startup.
Location: Loveland, CO
Organizing Committee: Labor Organizing Union
DSA role(s): Democratic Socialists Labor Commission
DSA Experience: Was state delegate for Bernie in Colorado 2016 election.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Overturn Citizens United, getting dark money
out of politics is crucial to ensuring our voices can be heard. The Green New Deal and new
ways to educate the uneducated who laugh when you say climate change.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To ensure the needs of the many, including
people like myself, who work 60-70 hours a week while living out of his car, can have their
basic needs met. So my teeth don't have to rot in my head knowing that I can't afford my
deductible. We are social creatures period, we need all social people to come together so we
can overcome big obstacles. Its amazing what humans are capable of when they work
together in unity.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: To be 100% honest, I didn't join the DSA until the
beginning of 2019, I knew about them and their major accomplishments of getting
progressives elected around the country. These are people that we need elected from the

ground up that support our causes for making a happier world. When we focus on electing
and taking over many small offices, eventually larger seats will be easier to take, as we are
seeing with Bernie's momentum already. I am happy the DSA exists, I want to be more
involved and active in my country and with the DSA.
Name: Oscar M.
Identity/ies: Hispanic, male
Location: Corpus Christi, TX
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I do not have any experience with DSA. I became a member approximately 6
months ago. But I have a commitment to achieving social change for my community.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare for all. Free education . Eliminate
income/wealth inequality. Local participation in all levels of government.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To achieve political and economic equality for
all Americans.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: The work is admirable, but there is much more
work to be done and new member participation at the national delegate level can help
advance the mission further. Delegates are needed in areas that do not have active chapters
so the DSA agenda can reach more of the non-participatory communities.
Name: Brandon C.
Identity/ies: Caucasian and Pacific Islander, male (he/him), bisexual, U.S. citizen
Location: Quincy, IL
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I am a relatively new member to DSA but have significant experience in
leadership and politics. I have campaigned for several leftist politicians and have worked in
solidarity with many leftist organizations worldwide. I was once in the technology industry,
but transitioned to anthropology and am now working towards eventually obtaining a Ph.D. in
anthropology as well as a J.D. (to likely focus on immigration and non-profit work specifically
as well as utilize the degree in academia). I have a 4.0 GPA, am a member of Phi Kappa Phi,
work with various migration-related non-profits, and am active in leftist movements in both
the United States and Mexico.
Policies and demands for the next two years: I believe that it is pertinent for DSA to prioritize
Medicare for All, income inequality, and campaign finance reform. Medicare for All is now
supported by a plurality of Americans and should be promoted by DSA because it will, as a
result of its wide support, bring people into our organization. It is also imperative that the
failures of our healthcare system are corrected promptly. Income inequality must be

corrected, of course, but perhaps most important is pushing for campaign finance reform in
order to ensure that the people, not wealthy interests, have the voice and are able to change
the things that need to be changed. Finally, migration is close to my heart as it is a part of my
anthropological research and non-profit work; as such, I couldn’t leave out the importance of
immigration reform and placing strong importance on educating the public about the
travesties of the Trump Administration’s policies on migration.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Lizzie M.
Identity/ies: Caucasian, female, pansexual, able(?), American... and I guess nothing else b/c I
didn't even know the info asked for was important.
Location: Chillicothe, MO
Organizing Committee: No, not that I didn't apply.
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Umm... well, I've been attempting to be involved however it seems being a
small town midwestern broadcaster makes me decently irrelevant. Though, I have been trying
to start a DSA chapter in my town.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Changing our election process-The electoral
college has got to go. Winning electoral votes is not winning the popular vote, we saw it in
2016 and we all know it didn't work out in favor of the greater good.Every vote should count
and a two party system impedes that sentiment and assists in the creation of "vote splitting."
We can't accomplish what we need to when our system allows for a leader who works against
the greater good and inhibits our goals. Legalizing marijuana and funding it's research in order
to stimulate our own economy, further beneficial uses, remove violence related to illegally
obtaining drugs, and put most of the revenue made from sales back into making our nation as
great as we know it should be, not just for the well-to-do but more so individuals that need the
assistance as well as schools, hospitals and other vital facilities. Hope that makes sense.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: James M.
Identity/ies: I have been active in the past as a president of the local Democratic club and a
vice chairman of my town Democratic committee.
Location: Lakewood, NJ
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: My activity in DSA consists of monthly donations in support of the
organization.

Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare for all, universal voter registration,
public education on the importance of voting as a civil duty. Work towards all solutions to the
climate crisis.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: A progressive approach towards freedom from
want for all citizens.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: More work needs to be done in educating the
public on our aims.
Name: Joel B.
Identity/ies: I am latino and gay.
Location: Bakersfield, CA
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): Libertarian Socialist Caucus
DSA Experience: I am currently involved with other in setting up a new DSA chapter in a
historically reactionary county in California, as well as working in a working group dedicated
to expanding political education and civic engagement in order to make socialism viable even
in a very conservative location.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: A socialist organization should work in building
dual power in the United States in order to build new institutions in the shell of the old. This
would include helping set up municipal and neighborhood assemblies, mutual aid networks,
worker cooperatives, community land trusts, unions of all types, and other institutions. At the
same time, we need to also engage in electoralism to win and implement major non-reform
reforms and help elect progressive individuals that increase the quality of life for all and
galvanizes support for democratic socialism. These focuses can complement and reinforce
each other in a way that everyday people can see what democratic socialism truly represents
and see what type of world is possible.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Philip S. W.
Identity/ies: I am Anglo although my ancestors were from Ireland and Mexico. I am a male,
straight, I have been active in Democratic politics for years but am increasingly frustrated by
their lack of doing anything.
Location: Carlsbad, NM
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I have been a subscriber for several years. I know of any other members
locally and will probably be moving to a community in Arizona that is more progressive than

this one. My great-grandfather moved here in the 1890's. I am leaving for a more progressive
community. I was chair and vice chair of the local Democratic Party from 2004-2015.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Getting rid of trump, fighting climate change,
protect migrants across the border, medicare for all, equal justice and pay for all. These are
things I believed in for all of my life or as they came up (Trump for example) and was taught
them to me by my father who was a good Democrat.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Sadly, it seems that the socialists of this
country provide the ideas for the other parties to steal. I want us to get credit for the hard
word socialists all across this country stand for.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: For an organization, we are getting things done.
Socialism is no longer a dirty word (except from the reactionaries). We need to work hard and
publicize what we have been doing.
Name: Paul L.
Identity/ies: White cis-male
Location: Reno, NV
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Formed a chapter in Chicago Western Suburbs in early 90's, did groundwork
for a chapter here in Reno last two years.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Recruiting more blue collars.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: A classless society.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Good start.
Name: Will H.
Identity/ies: None.
Location: West Wareham, MA
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): Eco-Socialist Working Group and/or Blog
DSA Experience: N/A
Policies and demands for the next two years: A communizing heterodox utopian
eco-communism -in place of an orthodox economistic, statist, and productivist wastelandthat ought to be a first imperative.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To spare the world from an approaching hell
that won't be interrupted by winning elections, taking over either Walmart or the State, or
imagining that the "leading voice of the American left" is or should be at the helm when it
comes to building a new way of seeing and working for something besides what is.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I don't think any of them should be priorities,
though I also don't object to the persons or processes occupied with these endeavors.

Name: Luis R.
Identity/ies: I'm half Puerto Rican/half white, male, straight, disabled iraq war vetran(PTSD,
bad back and feet), live in a rural area, volunteer with leadership in a local Veterans Service
Organization.
Location: Hinesville, GA
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I've had no experience with DSA, but I am trying to be more active in the
organization. I have held two different executive positions in the DAV, one in charge of
membership, the other position was being in charge of legislative reports.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Medical coverage for all, and ending the drug
war, these two policies can have a major impact on working families and poor, disadvantaged,
and disenfranchised communities.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To keep pushing the narrative to the left until
we can be in a position to have a national party and challenge the capitalist parties
stranglehold on the countries masses.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I think it's been doing good, I like the fact we have
backed Bernie Sanders and other insurgent candidates.
Name: Allan M. A.
Identity/ies: White, Cis Male [no priority in this category]
Location: Urbana, IL
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I am a recently-activated housing rights activist. I got my start in February by
helping to re-enroll a community member in Section 8 housing. I now co-organize with a local
chapter of Manufactured Housing Action, coordinate Champaign-Urbana petitioning for Lifting
the Ban on Rent Control & Instituting Rent Control in the state of Illinois, co-organize as part of
the Fair Housing Campaign in the City Champaign to repeal a discriminatory housing
ordinance, and am a data science intern for the Cunningham Township which is the last of the
last social safety net and housing service provider for City of Urbana residents. Character and
organizer references from within Chambana DSA include Pranjal Vachaspati, Ashli Anda, and
John Milano.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Housing rights and rent control. Our aging
population folks deserve to live on social security without fearing for eviction. Housing
insecurity disrupts the education of children and makes the material wealth of tenants
vulnerable to auction if need to they resort to using a storage facility. Lastly, nationwide there

are about 30 vacant homes per homeless person as measured by the 2017 5-year American
Community Survey by the Census and the Country-Wide Point in Time Count estimate.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: The role of a socialist organization today
should be to ensure that the well-being of residents within this country are immune to
economic happenstance. Housing security, food security, free medical treatment, equalizing
racial inequalities as well as ensuring clean living and environmental conditions are essential
points to focus on.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Medicare for All and Electoral organizing has been
very successful. I would have liked to see fellow DSA members on more picket lines though,
but am satisfied with DSA's commitment overall.
Name: Mark D.
Identity/ies: I am a white male with multiple disabilities and a big heart.
Location: Texarkana, TX
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I am new to DSA so I don’t expect to be selected, but I was invited to fill out
the form so I am doing so.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Medicare for All. It has the ability to not only
fix healthcare, but also the shady money behind congressional elections. A $15 minimum wage
that automatically adjusts with the cost of living without congressional intervention so that
workers are not held hostage by special interest groups. Finally, a federal job guarantee,
which would combine a UBI with the labor needed to rebuild our crumbling infrastructure.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To fight tooth and nail for workers and those
who are unable to work, those who centrists view as disposable and the 1% view as chattel.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I’m too new to have an opinion. I know you’ll pick
someone else, but thank you very much for taking the time to read my application.
Name: Claire S.H.
Identity/ies: Lesbian (white)
Location: Sarasota, FL
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): No, but I have submitted proposals for Democratic Left.
DSA Experience: I have spent my life working to advance the left, beginning with 20 years in
academia, where I taught political theory. I have always been a supporter of DSA, but since
there is no chapter where I live or where I used to live, I haven't been very active in the
organization. However, I am very active in local left politics, including serving as a leader in the
progressive caucus in the FL Dem Party. I also ran for state senate in 2014. I’m also active with
New Political Science, the organized left within the American Political Science Association.

Policies and demands for the next two years: Income inequality is the primary issue, in my
opinion, because that drives a lot of what we are seeing. The GOP, thanks to Citizens United,
has been totally bought by the 1% and its minions, and they purposely stoke racism to divide
the working class. Part of the problem is that class is defined in cultural terms rather than
economic terms, so white working people identify as whites rather than as part of the 99%.
DSA needs to continue its work to reframe the issues in terms of the 1% v. the 99% to create a
new coalition. After all there is majority support for progressive issues. The other key issues I
would prioritize relate to this fundamental dynamic: Medicare for All (single payer), criminal
justice reform, a humane immigration policy, and getting out of military
entanglements/preventing war. All of those issues fall heavily on working people and create
wedges within a class that needs to come together.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: DSA needs to provide the vision that will help
people understand what is going on and thematize the whole. As Lenin stressed, an analysis
will not arise spontaneously; it needs to be provided and then people will see it. And as
Gramsci put it, we need to change people's consciousness. That is the role of critical theory.
That is the role of DSA.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: DSA is doing incredible work, working to change
the way people understand the issues. I am particularly encouraged by the fact that
out-socialists are getting elected!
Name: Curt S.
Identity/ies: White straight male
Location: Columbia, SC
Organizing Committee: Columbia, SC
DSA role(s): Anti-Racism Working Group
DSA Experience: Arrested with the Poor People's Campaign; assisted with 2018 Lobby Day
and May 1, 2019 Red for Ed SC teacher walkout, work with local SURJ chapter and SC
Progressive Network.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: The role of a socialist organization in the US, in
short, is to demonstrate that the slogan "A better world is possible" is true. Neoliberal leaders
in both major parties all seem unified in their mission to lower the expectations of the masses.
Our job is to raise them and build class consciousness and solidarity amidst the resulting
struggle. I recently attended and provided logistical support for a Red for Ed event that
brought out 10,000 teachers to the South Carolina State House on May Day. While these
numbers may seem small compared to walkouts and strikes in other states, this was a major
event in SC, which is both “Right to Work” and explicitly bans state employee from unionizing.
I have personally attended nearly all of the major State House rallies in the last 2 years and this
was not only the largest of any by a factor of at least 20, but the first I’ve ever seen without a

single jeering onlooker. Based on conversations I had and overheard at the event, the crowd
consisted of teachers from all across the political spectrum fighting not just against their low
pay but their incredibly demeaning working conditions. Many right-leaning teachers in the
crowd were openly resentful of Democratic Party politicians that came out to support them.
Yet none of this was as strong as their collective contempt for the state Secretary of Education
who openly condemned their walkout and refused to meet with them. Our role is to find a way
to harness this anger away from cultural resentments that define US politics and towards a
genuine class movement to democratize both our workplaces and our increasingly
unaccountable government.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Jack S.
Identity/ies: white cis male, age 21, recovering from severe clinical depression and anxiety
Location: San Luis Obispo, CA
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I was turned on to leftist politics over three years ago but I resisted becoming
more involved because I felt alienated from existing groups in my local community. I joined
DSA very recently when I saw a new chapter forming in my town. In the brief time I have been a
member I have made great friends and found community where I previously felt isolated. I
want to help smaller chapters with the resources they deserve so our comrades in rural areas
can get involved and organize their communities.
Policies and demands for the next two years: The DSA National organization must prioritize
assisting small and new chapters by granting resources like modest stipends to help with
location bookings and other operational expenses. Requiring organizers to pay out of pocket
creates a financial barrier to forming new chapters for students and those in poverty. Those
most affected are the same people our message resonates strongest with. Additionally, while
the DSA has enjoyed a meteoric rise in popularity, cracks in its structure have begun to form.
The NPC has done an admirable job but I believe now is the time to increase democracy within
the organization. Power should be devolved from the leadership to the wider membership.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Krystal M.
Identity/ies: Bisexual white female
Location: Burien, WA
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A

DSA Experience: I am a first-time elected official (City Council), heavily supported by Labor,
and committed to building power for all instead of some.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Free healthcare for all, student loan
forgiveness and reparations towards First Nation people should be prioritized, as we are all
the economic drivers of this country and deserve to be able to live without the added burden
of unconstitutional debt. Additionally, we are living on Native land that has been developed
based on broken treaties. We have to address that.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Socialist organizations, today, exist to fight for
and pass on power to those whom power has been kept from.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I think the gains made in Medicare for All on a
state level have been positive, but federally are stuck. I'm not seeing much movement on
electoral organizing that I can attribute to delegation action, but I'm also brand new to this
community. Finally, Labor; with the national attacks on organized labor that happened last
summer, it has been good seeing powerhouse unions like SEIU, IAM, IEW, and County-level
Labor Councils start funding organizers and strategic planners to strengthen their messaging
and advance their policies.
Name: Matt E.
Identity/ies: I am an open minded white male born in Lima, Peru, raised in NYC and
Cincinnati, Oh, who is abled body and highly educated.
Location: Wilmington, NC
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Other than reading a lot, especially Jacobin and the newsletter, and having a
theoretical competence in political theory (Ph.D. in Philosophy), I have had not social
interaction with DSA members.
Policies and demands for the next two years: I support last years priorities. It strikes me
that the Green New Deal should plausibly be added. While Americans have been able to
ignore basic issues like loss of biodiversity, pollution and scarcity of natural resources, these
issues will become increasingly inescapable. It might be important to get out ahead on this
issue.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Promote and prioritize public goods over
private goods, where public goods cannot be maximized through an emphasis on leaving
individuals alone to pursue their own private vision of the good life. One way to characterize
socialism emphasizes the reality and importance of social wholes. Otherwise put, we
plausibly all share the idea that M. Thatcher's claim (there is no such thing as society, only
individuals) is false.

Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: There have been solid gains in all three areas.
Organizing labor is a slow, difficult process that necessarily takes time. This effort should be
expanded.
Name: Mark P.
Identity/ies: N/A
Location: Delray Beach, FL
Organizing Committee: Palm Beach DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I’m a Cochair of the Palm Beach DSA
Policies and demands for the next two years: Housing. Tenant Unions & neighborhood
councils will prove to be an important battleground outside of the state. As important as
ecosocialism and labor, in my opinion.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To organize the unorganized.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Generally, good. In my area. Nonexistent.
Name: Miah V.
Identity/ies: White, non-binary, whatever, traumatic brain injury survivor, southerner, class
identity: one who sells their labor
Location: St Cloud, MN
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I am an at-large member attempting to build an organizing committee in
what is possibly the most conservative part of Minnesota. I am from Florida, where I did
anti-racism organizing, largely centered on Troy Davis and Trayvon Martin. I believe in the
Marxist Center and I support Build.
Policies and demands for the next two years: We need to prioritize building strong chapters
outside of left strongholds. Chapters that are capable enough to organize their communities
and strong enough to contribute to making a powerful national organization.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To organize the working classes for a social
revolution.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: Medicare For All has been a success. It appears to
be universally accepted, at least amongst our constituents, that healthcare is fundamentally
broken and in need of a complete overhaul. We have won the agitprop battle but we need to
begin transitioning into workplace action if we’re to have any hope of a reform worthy of our
class. Electoral organizing is a mixed bag in my view. We have some successes but we’ve still
not fully overcome the accountability problem. Our elected officials are still largely free
agents. I can’t say I’ve followed our labor work enough to make an informed comment beyond
what I’ve already said.

Name: Kelly R.
Identity/ies: queer, disabled, femme, white, low-income background
Location: Oceanport, NJ
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): Socialist Feminist Working Group, Eco-Socialist Working Group and/or Blog,
Queer Socialists Working Group, Disability Working Group
DSA Experience: I coordinate the Queer Anarcha-Feminist Working Group of DSA's Libertarian
Socialist Caucus, and previously organized as part of the Interim Organizing Committee for the
NY Metro Area Libertarian Socialist Caucus section. I also helped to co-found the nascent DSA
Animal Liberation Working Group, which is awaiting official recognition.
Policies and demands for the next two years: DSA should pursue a “dual-power” strategy, as
endorsed by the Libertarian Socialist Caucus, to achieve our common socialist vision: building
local, direct democratic institutions to serve our immediate material needs, while
simultaneously challenging the legitimacy of - and ultimately replacing - those of the current
state. Most of our lives are spent in our neighborhoods and at work, the key sites of struggle to
overcome late-capitalist alienation and, in re-organizing our society, practice new ways of
caring for one another and ourselves. DSA can contribute to building dual power by elevating
and resourcing our chapters to create place-based popular assemblies, mutual aid projects,
community land trusts, workers’ cooperatives, and community-owned renewable energy
assets, and other fundamental municipalist institutions. In order to accomplish these lofty
goals, we must center DSA members' efforts to democratize the organization internally,
holding ourselves accountable to our chapters’ needs. I look forward to many of the structural
amendments proposed for our upcoming convention that would help to do so, such as those
to form an "Assembly of Locals" with greater direct democratic participation by chapter
delegates in our day-to-day decision-making and better fund the place-based organizing that
is the heart and soul of our organization. Elevating locals' successful programs to provide
feminist childcare, accessibility guides, men's accountability efforts, and power and privilege
trainings is likewise essential to make DSA a space where socialists of all identities can safely,
wholeheartedly, and equitably partake in organizing labor. Lastly, DSA must prioritize
ecosocialist organizing, given the existential nature of the ecological crisis and its
disproportionately racialized impacts. This includes, but is not limited to, seizing this political
moment to shape the discourse and policy outcomes around an ecosocialist Green New Deal,
and building socialist internationalism to confront the global scale of ecological devastation in
solidarity with comrades beyond our borders.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Michael I.

Identity/ies: Caucasian Male
Location: Sioux Falls, SD
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): Libertarian Socialist Caucus
DSA Experience: Locally I've worked to organize members and non-members together for
activities including Food Not Bombs food drives, study groups and help participate in local
coverage of annual Women's marches.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: The role of a socialist organization should be, at
its basis, about gathering the working class people in efforts to not only gain class
consciousness, but to empower the class as a whole. This means not insulating ourselves from
the world, seeing it as an "other", but as something we are a part of. When we get past the "us
vs. them" mentality and attempt to meet working class people where they're at, we only
strengthen ourselves more and in turn build the power necessary to complete with capitalist
hegemony.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Brandon S.
Identity/ies: White CIS Male
Location: Auburn, AL
Organizing Committee: Auburn, AL DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I am a committee head for the Bernie efforts in our local, and I work to
facilitate recruitment into the chapter. Before becoming a pre-OC, I was a rank and file
member of our local organization since 2017.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Focusing on the material needs of working
people. Child care, health care, hours, pay, and time off. Policies more likely to both build a
base among the working class, as well as actually positively impact their lives.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Sumter A.
Identity/ies: White American non-binary Man
Location: Augusta, GA
Organizing Committee: no, but I am a member of YDSA and DSA chapters
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I've served as co-chair for the newly-formed Regional Organizing Committee
of the Southeast in YDSA, and helped establish that body as a regular one. I have a record of

anti-fascist work and collaboration with other chapters, including traveling to visit those
chapters and promote cooperation.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Financial security, free time, and mental
health are, in my experience, some of the biggest blocks to organizing and contributing to a
political movement. As a result, DSA should be championing policies which make a
sustainable 30-hour (or lower) work week feasible, as well as rent abolition and universal
healthcare. We've seen time and time again that talking about radical demands will not get
them passed, but it does inject them into the political conversation, which is something DSA
should be doing: shifting the political landscape away from fascism and reactionarism.
Beyond that, DSA should be championing for work that limits the power of police, as well as
more open anti-racist work. People of color are routinely murdered by state forces, and the
lack of any real, visible anti-police presence is a huge failure of DSA to address even the most
open aspects of violence perpetrated by our proto-fascist state. Such work would also make it
easier for DSAers and other socialist/community organizers to move freely in their own
communities. Finally, DSA should be actively working towards internal policies and activities
that legitimize socialism, especially as a community project rather than an electoral one, and
de-stigmatize political participation to the public. We need to bring more people and more
perspectives into DSA, but that will never happen if we continue to try the same things. DSA
should be actively promoting mutual aid actions, equity trainings for our mostly white
membership, and community engagement with all communities! Chapters should receive
resources on how to interface with communities they do not necessarily represent yet, and on
how to bring in those as-of-yet unheard voices in DSA chapters.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Allyson H.
Identity/ies: White, female, heterosexual, rural, American
Location: Bastrop, TX
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I am currently looking to join the Build DSA crew in some form or fashion.
Policies and demands for the next two years: We need to focus on dismantling power
structures that keep our society non-democratic. Erasing student debt, Medicare for All,
getting money out of politics, enforcing term limits, etc. Reinforce Roe v. Wade+reproductive
healthcare, and pass a Green New Deal.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: N/A
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: John Paul S.

Identity/ies: White, He/Him, etc.
Location: Fairhope, AL
Organizing Committee: Mobile, AL DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Our committee has been working on several local projects related to health
care, with the goal of raising awareness about Medicare For All while helping people within the
current draconian system. This includes our efforts to help people challenge their medical
debt, free health screenings, and our upcoming trans health clinic.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Our purpose is directly stated in our name:
Democratic Socialists of America. We are Democratic, because we believe in true Democracywhere the voice of the people is not stifled by corporate interests, and the poor and oppressed
may choose one of their own to represent them.
We are Socialists, because we oppose- not merely criticize- Capitalism, and call for its
abolition and replacement with a just economic system that serves the needs of the working
many, not the entitled few.
And we are Americans, true members of the family that is the United States. We are not
day-dreamers- we are workers who make visions real. We walk in the footsteps of great
Americans like Helen Keller, Albert Einstein, and Bayard Rustin. We are the future of the
American Left. We are no longer on the fringes. And we are here to stay.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Vee D.
Identity/ies: white, nonbinary, bisexual
Location: Reno, NV
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I'm relatively new to the DSA and have been trying to get as involved as
possible. I'm currently working with other local members on starting an environmental
working group.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Green policies and restructuring the economy
with an aim toward sustainability. Climate change is a very real catastrophe that is already
happening and we need to pull out all the stops in dealing with it. This includes preventing
future harm as well as mitigating the effects that are occurring now or will occur in the near
future.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: The very nature of capitalism causes it to
necessarily predate on vulnerable people and is parasitic towards the planet. Socialism is a
way to ensure that people are taken care of and that their voices are heard. Socialist

organizations need to work towards undoing the harm done by capitalism and demonstrate
that there are viable alternatives to capitalism and neoliberalism.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: These are all important issues and I'm happy with
the DSA's work. I want to see a lot more done, and I'd like to see more coordination with other
groups, especially when it comes to respecting the voices and perspectives of marginalized
people.
Name: Morgan K.
Identity/ies: Non-Binary, Pan, White
Location: Bonita Springs, FL,
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Co-Chair for FGCU's YDSA chapter! We're currently working on the
university's use of prison labor and how we can end it/at least get incarcerated workers paid
minimum wage.
Policies and demands for the next two years: DSA should definitely focus on becoming a
larger force in the political conversation, both locally and nationally. I believe that the LSC's
strategy of building dual power is the best way to do so, by building local counter-institutions
that can serve as the local sites for resistance against capital and the state. DSA should
definitely consider dual power as a strategy for building the groundwork for socialism in the
USA.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: I believe any socialist organization worth its
salt should be BY and OF the working class, and should position itself as such. Too often do I
hear comrades refer to the working class as an agent separate from themselves, something
that needs to be converted and manipulated into radical action. Only by focusing on laying the
foundation and building anti-capitalist, local sites of resistance (tenant's unions, community
gardens, etc) can we truly involve the whole working class and prepare ourselves for
capitalism's inevitable collapse. Only by building this dual power can we truly be ready for a
revolutionary situation. Revolutionaries do not produce revolutionary times, revolutionary
times produce revolutionaries. All power to the locals!
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: While these priorities are excellent, I feel some
have received more attention than others; however, I feel this should indicate folks' actual
want to pursue these priorities and these priorities' worthiness in pursuing than inability on
DSA's part. For example, we have done excellent work with electoral and labor work, such as
in Chicago and Oakland. However, Medicare for All organizing has been somewhat quiet,
possibly because it is something that is achieved at a federal level and is less relevant for local
chapters to specifically pursue, and perhaps should be focused on as something within
broader electoral organizing.

Name: Adrian L.
Identity/ies: white cis-male
Location: Reno, NV
Organizing Committee: Northern Nevada DSA
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I am an elected member of the coordinating committee for Northern Nevada
DSA.
Policies and demands for the next two years: N/A
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: The role of a socialist organization must be to
build a diverse left movement that fights for worker power and is capable of reversing the
dangerous right wing drift in our country. This includes direct community support, securing
material benefits through electoral and non-electoral processes, education, and anti-fascist
organizing among other things. We need to engage this fight on every level and that will
require a broad base of individuals, with varied backgrounds and capabilities, who are able to
apply creativity, determination, and strategy to change our society. We must build a
movement that is equipped to address ever changing challenges, and provide a broadly
compelling vision in our pursuit of a just and dignified world.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: Douglas W.
Identity/ies: African-American
Location: California, MD
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: I think that the DSA can be an organization that takes the work of building
power in working-class communities seriously. That's why I'm seeking to be a delegate.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Single-payer healthcare, stronger
relationships with the labor movement, and support for working-class struggle here and
abroad.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: To bring socialism to the masses. This is a
process that happens far away from the bright lights of elections and campaigns: it involves a
generational campaign of education and organizing.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: N/A
Name: C Ben N.
Identity/ies: White cishet male
Location: Bonaire, GA
Organizing Committee: N/A
DSA role(s): N/A

DSA Experience: N/A
Policies and demands for the next two years: DSA should focus on developing class
consciousness through education and local outreach campaigns. The national organization
should foster the organizing efforts of the local chapters in addressing needs specific to their
communities and members.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: A socialist organization in the United States
must offer a radical new vision of society to those who only know the exploitation of
capitalism. A socialist organization can best demonstrate this vision through efforts which run
counter to the exploitative human relations forced on us by capitalism.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: The Medicare for All efforts have successfully
shaped the public conversation around healthcare. M4A is now the standard by which other
proposals are judged, and as such I feel these efforts were very successful. My concerns
around electoral organizing relate to the transient nature of electoral politics. Short term
political gains or losses have the potential to stall other successful projects at all organizing
levels. However, the success of high visibility campaigns brings more awareness of DSA's aims.
I would not personally argue to focus on electoral politics, especially when it disrupts the
operation of the locals.
Name: Alexander M.
Identity/ies: I'm a straight male latino born in the USA.
Location: Bend, OR
Organizing Committee: Central Oregon DSA organizing committee.
DSA role(s): N/A
DSA Experience: Within the past couple months I've turned from a paper member to an active
part of my local chapter, I've become part of my chapter's organizing committee, and I've
attended the DSA's regional convention in Portland Oregon.
Policies and demands for the next two years: Three policies come to my mind. First, social
housing—pushing the idea that the answer to the current affordable housing crisis is to be
found in the mass construction of government-owned housing developments, available to any
and all members of the community. Second, comprehensive family welfare—pushing policies
that revolve around making the raising and rearing of children under capitalism accessible to
all families regardless of economic status. Policies like paid parental leave, free child care, free
pre-k, and a universal child allowance. Third, a social wealth fund—pushing a socialist
alternative to the basic universal income that so many of the Silicon Valley people are
hawking. The fund would help enable the progressive socialization of stocks, bond, and real
estate and the investment income earned by the fund would be divided out to every American
adult equally.
Purpose and role of a socialist organization: Socialist organizing should be focused on
converting the dissatisfaction and disgust of the current liberal status quo that is so abundant

in the United States into mobilized political action that confronts and conquers the politics
and politicians that have been savaging the US for decades. I think we should do this not only
by focusing on political education, electoral organization, and activism, but also by helping
assist over organizations that share our values and are fighting to have a better society.
Assessment of 2017 convention priorities: I can't speak to the unique impact of DSA in these
areas, however, all three of our priorities have really caught a massive amount of
momentum—Medicare for All is polled at having massive universal support; Labor has begun
to spring back from their decades of desolation; and electoral organizing has had a number of
success stories—including kicking Amazon out of New York. Now, I can't imagine that DSA
hasn't been instrumental in helping convert the surge of momentum into tangible action for
all three areas.

